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Three College Sexuality Workshop: Panelists from We.Hesley, Smith and
Trinity discuss the changes in sexual decisions made by today's women.

Sex in ·College: Conference Finds
That .More Options Exist Now
by Kathryn Gallant

Saturday morning Trinity
hosted a conference sponsored by
the Smith , Mt. Holyoke, and
Wellesley Hartford Clubs entitled
"Sexuality and the Women
Student".
The key-note speaker of the
conference was Jean Baker MiHer,
who is the director of Wellesley's
Stone Center for Research,
Counseling, and Service in MentalHealth. She is the author of
Toward a New Psychology of
Women.

Miller discussed the difficulty
parents who were raised in the
1950's have in preparing their
children for life in the 1980's. She
stated that students today are
making decisions about sex that
students of 30 years ago didn't
have to worry about because of
the cultural mores of the time. For
example, women 30 years ago, for
the most part, didn ' t have to
decide whether to have sex or not,
what their sexual preference
would be, or how much, if any,
drugs and alcoho_l to indulge in.
Miller also feels that the failures
in the women's movement and the
sexual revoloution are due in part
to women trying to emulate traditional male values instead of the
other way around. As women are
historically encouraged to blend
love and sex into lasting relationships and men are encouraged to
separate the two, Miller feels that
women trying to be like men is
detrimental to society, that men
should try to work for lasting
relationships .
Miller also mentioned that she
doesn't feel that simply because
women are able to engage in
depersonalized sex means that
they are liberated. Casual sex isn't
freedom.
During the question and answer
period which followed her address
Miller was asked if she felt that
homosexuality was more
prevalent on campuses. Miller
responded that she felt that it

wasn't anymore prevalent than it
was 20 or 30 years ago, just that
people were more open about
their sexual preferences.
The second part of the morning's activities included a panel
discussion headed by the Dean of
Freshmen at Smith College, Susan
Van Dyne. The ·panel was comprised of a woman who graduated
from Wellesley in '82, a senior
woman from Smith and Julia
Pistor '83, from Trinity.
Some of the questions discussed
by the panel were what has happened to dating on campuses?

Have new freedoms caused new
fears of the opr,Jsite sex? Several
questions concerning homosexuality were discussed as well as the
differences between single-sex and
co-ed colleges.
After a luncheon in Hamlin the
conference concluded with a
historical overview by Marnesba
M. Hill, Dean of Students at
Mount Holyoke, Mia Ettinger,
Yale 1983 Scholar of the House,
and Bernard Z. Friedlander from
the University of Hartford.
The conference ended with a
wrap up session at 3 o'clock.

Trinity's Board of Trustees approved on Saturday, March 19 a
$24.5 million budget for 1983-84,
including an increase in student
fees of $1050. The adopted budget
is in balance for the fourteenth
consectutive year.
Tuition will rise from $7100 to
$7820, room rent will be set at
$1650, up from $1550 this year;
and board will rise from $ 1300 to
$1400. The general fee will increase $130, to $380, due to the increased costs associated with the
expansion of Mather Campus
Center. The total bill will be
$11,250, a 10.3 percent increase
~over this year's charges. If the
College. had not gone forward
with the Mather project, the increase in costs would have been
8.5 percent instead of 10.3
percent.
Robert A. Pedemonti, Trinity's
treasurer and director of finance,
characterized the new budget as
''a' ca r eful balancing of
priorities." Among these were
salary increases for faculty and
staff by an average of 8 percent.
According to Pedemonti,
"much of the time and energy
that has gone into the shaping of
the 1983-84 budget has focused on
computer and word processing
needs at the College, especially on
the academic side." Requests for
academic and administrative computing and word processing totall-

ed $790,000 ($565,000 over
1982-83 levels). Increases of 140
percent for the instruction component and 39 percent for the administrative side were approved .
A highlight of the academic allotment is that for the first time a
significant amount of money will
be made available for social
science computing.
In the area of instruction, large
sums of money have been provided for supplemental sabbatical
leaves for faculty and new equipment purchases in the sciences.
The instruction budget will total
$7,618,000, a 12.3 percent increase over the current year's
budget. "Without doubt,"
Pedemonti stated, "academic
quality continues to be our first
priority.''
The library will also receive
budget increases by a total of 9
percent. Book and periodical purchases will increase 13 .4 percent
and 16 percent respectively. In
real terms, however, the number
of acquisitions will just about
equal the number purchased last
year.
Financial aid from th e
operating budget and special
sources will rise 17 percent, due in
part to growing corporate support
of the Capital Area Corporate
Scholars Program. Trinity will
provide a total of $2,169,000 in
institutional funds for financial
aid in fiscal 1983-84. The final
recommended student aid budget
gives the Financial Aid Office a
little more than it requested which
will be used for approximately ten
continued on page 4

The Class of '83 Establishes Scholarship
by Laura Mecke

At a time when many seniors
are looking forward to receiving
their diplomas at Commencement, the Class of I 983 is also
looking to give a gift to the
College.
Since 1968, each graduating
class has awarded a Class Gift to
the College at Commencement.
The tradition has endowed Trinity
with the football field scoreboard
(1978), the information kiosk between Mather and Jones (1979),

four George Chaplin pastels
( 1980) and the soccer field
scoreboard (1981). Last year's
class took an inspired approach to
this tradition, setting aside an endowment fund for a scholarship,
and it is an approach that the
Class of '83 has set out to
perpetuate.
Although no one will discredit
the value of a scoreboard or two,
students on campus this year and
last feel there are more pressing
needs at the College in these

Faculty vs. Student
Relay Race Planned
On Saturday, April 30, a relay race will be held on the outdoor track at
Jesse Field. This race, inspired by the twenty-four hour student vs . faculty relay races that were once an annual spring event, will be held not only
for fun but to raise money for the scholarship fund as well. A specific
fund may be designated by a team or the money may be put toward a
scholarship for a Hartford area youth. Sponsorship for the race may be
in the form of donations or "per mile" pledges.
The race will last twelve hours, starting at 7:45 a.m. and ending at 7:45
p.m. There is no limit to the number of teams and teams may be as large
as the participants desire. Participants may run in any order in "legs" of
any distance they choose, and as frequently as they desire. A lap count
will be kept during the race and the baton must be kept moving for all
twelve hours of the race. These rules enable anyone to enter and run
whenever they wish.
For more information, contact Mike Ziskind, Box 1874, phone
246-8202 or Dr. Ralph Walde Math Deot . ext. 349.

uncertain economic times. As expressed by the Class Gifts of '82
and '83, seniors see a need to give
towards investment in human
capital and the security in that investment over four years.
It is the hope of the Class of '83
that by continuing the Endowment scholarship fund this year,
succeeding graduating classes will
follow suit in accordance with the
needs of the College. With time, it
is hoped, the Fund will grow and
enlarge the potency of the scholarship awarded from it.
As defined by the Classes of '82
and '83, the Senior Class Endowment Fund Scholarship is awarded to a rising senior who has not
previously received aid, has
recently acquired a need for aid,
receives no other form of aid from
Trinity, and , in essence, will be
unable to graduate without financial assistance.
Since most grants, scholarships
, and long-term loans are justified
at the beginning of a student's
residence at college, it is most difficult for a senior to be granted
aid three-quarters of the way
through his or her college career.
Trinity College must raise $40,000
per student over four years in addition to the yearly $11,200 for
tuition, in order to cover the total

cost of educating each
matriculated student.
The corporate burden to provide for Trinity's and thousands
of other non-profit institutions '
budget deficits is enormous and
unfulfilled. In addition, the State
Loan Program has been substantially cut back by the Reagan Administration, eliminating many
students from the maximum
$2,500 per year loans that have
been available up to now.
To date, thirty-seven senior
"agents 1 ' working in close coordination with Anne Rotondo,
Frank Sherman and Rhea Pincus
in the Development Office have
pledged their time and support to
raise money for the Gift from
their classmates. Each senior will
be asked to donate by a
designated agent. Pledges will be
confidential and should be sent to
the Development Office. Donations are expected to be generous,
based on the $20 average gift from
1982. All participants will be
recognized by a weekly publication of donors in the Tripod,
(amount of each gift will not be
posted).
The senior class is throwing a
benefit party, open to all students,
continued on page 5
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Announcements
Asian Food

Cheerleading

Festival

Practices will be held for all
men and women interested in trying out for the 1983-84 varsity
cheerleaders. They will be held
from 7 to 8:30 p.m. Monday,
April 18 through Thursday, April
21 in Ferris Athletic Center.
Please meet for practice in
suitable attire in the main lobby of
Ferris. For more information, call
Pam at 249-3891 (Box 814) or
Leslie at 524-0400 (Box 647).

Do you have the SAGA blues?
Get the cure by coming to the Second Annual Asian Food Fe tival
on Saturday, April 16, 1983 at 8
p.m. in Mather Dining Hall. Feast
on an endless buffet while enjoying various forms of cultural
entertainment. Tickets will go on
sale Tuesday in Mather lobby
after every lunch and dinner. The
cost is $5 per person. Semi-formal
attire. Sponsored by ASIA.

Biology
Seminar
There will be a biology seminar
entitled "In Vivo and In Vitro
Studies on Regeneration of Amphibian Appendages" on Thursday, April 14, 1983 at 4 p.m. The
speaker will be Dr. Richard Liversage of the Department of
Zoology at the University of
Toronto. It will be held in room
134 of the Life Sciences Center.
Refreshments will be served at
3:30 p.m. in the Life Sciences
Center Library.

BookSale
The Trinity College Library
Spring Booksale will be held from
Wednesday, April 13 to Friday,
April 15. The sale, which will be
held in the Library Lobby, will
begin at 10 a.m. on Wednesday.

Career Workshop
Got any plans for your life after
Trinity? Come to a two part
workshop designed to help seniors
initiate the career planning process. Learn how to assess your
strengths and your potential and
to determine who the best
employer is for you. Sign up in the
Career Counseling Office. The
workshop will be held April 11
and 12, from 7 to 8:30 in the
Library Seminar Room 4. You
must attend both sessions.

Chemistry
Students
On Thursday, April 21 at 4: 15
p.m. in Clement 105 Professor
DePhillips and other Chemistry
Department staff members will
meet with all freshman,
sophomores, and juniors interested in the study of chemistry
or biochemistry. Topics to be
discussed are:
I. The schedule of courses to be
offered during the 1983-84
academic year and their inclusion
in satisfying the major
requirements.
2. The selection process for next
year's teaching assistants and
course tutors.
Ample opportunity will be
given for questions about either of
these items. Ms. DillonKimmerle, Director of Career
Counseling, will also be present to
provide information on and to
answer questions about career
planning.
A reception for all attendees
will be held in the Chemistry
Library immediately following
this meeting. The reception will be
hosted by current senior majors
who will be happy to discuss the
intracacies of the Chemistry a~d
Biochemistry Programs. Plan to
attend.

China Lecture
Professor Ranbir Vohra will
lecture on "The Changing Role of
China's Foreign Policy " this
Thursday evening at 7:30 p.m. in
the Life Sciences Auditorium.
This event is sponsored by the
World Affairs Association.
Refreshments will follow.

Financial Aid
Work-Study
Applications for summer
Work-Study are now available in
the Financial Aid Office. Financial aid students who have already
been hired and those who are ·
looking for work must submit a
completed application by Friday,
April 22. Job openings will be
posted on our bulletin board.
Financial aid students are given
priority for summer campus jobs.
Students who wish to use
Work/Study for an off-campus
job must submit a written request
to Katherine Mills in Financial
Aid.

Summer Aid
Applications for summer financial aid are now available in the
Financial Aid Office. The
deadline is May 9.

Flute Found
A flute has been found in the
Language Lounge, Seabury 42E.
The owner may pick it up· from
the secretary's office in Seabury
23.

Foreign Study
Information
Deadlines
Those planning to study abroad
during the Fall Term 1983 or the
full academic year 1983-84 must
inform the Coordinator of
Foreign Study Advising, Mr.
Winslow, of their intentions by
April 15, 1983. Forms to use for
this purpose will be sent to all who
have discussed foreign study next
term with Mr. Winslow. Usually,
plans for foreign study next fall
will not be approved if they have
not been settled through the Coordinator of Foreign Study Advising
by April 15, 1983. Those planning
to attend the Barbieri
Center/Rome Campus do not
need to file this form. Even if a
student has not yet been accepted
for his or her program, he or she
should file this form with a tentative indication of olans.

INSTEP
A lecture/debate on the subject
"Should Britain Opt for
Unilateral
uclear Disarmament?" will be presented by two
members of the London School of
Economics faculty on Wednesday, April 13, 1983, at 8 p.m. in
Boyer Auditorium of the Life

Sciences Center. Professor Philip
Windsor and John Griffith, who
also teach in the I STEP Program sponsored by Beaver College, will present and argue the_ir
provocative views. All members
of the College community and
friends are invited to attend.

University of
Bradford
Professor Reg Hindley from thl!
University of Bradford will be at
Trinity College on Thursday,
April 14, 1983. If any student is
interested in study at the University of Bradford, he or she should
contact Mrs. Noonan in Williams
118, the Office of Foreign Study
Advising, no later than noon,
April 13, concerning meeting with
Professor Hindley .

French Exam
The French proficiency exam
will be given on Saturday, April
23 at 9 a.m. in the Language
Laboratory, Seabury 42E. Starting next year, the French proficiency exam will only be given
once a semester!

Honors Day
The annual Honors Day
ceremony will be held at I :30 p.m.
on Monday, May 9. This is a day
when many prizes and other
awards are presented to the student body by various departments. Most of the prizes are
described on page 212 of the
catalog. Students interested in any
awards should contact appropriate department or faculty
members that are indicated.

Jurors Needed
Students, faculty, and administrators are needed as jurors
for a mock trial on April 22 at the
University of Connecticut Law
School, West Hartford. Jurors
should plan to be at the law school
from 9 a.m. until evening. All
meals will be provided. Contact
Allison Dillon-Kimmerle in
Career Counseling (ext, 228,229)
immediately.

Library Hours
The library will be open on Sunday mornings at 10 a.m. beginning April 24 through May 15.

Internship Night
Internship Night will be held on
Tuesday, April 12 at 7:30 p.m. in
Alumni Lounge. This is an opportunity to learn what internships
will be available for the fall
semester as well as hearing about
the internships now in progress.
All students considering an internship for next term or in the future
are encouraged to attend.
Freshmen are particularly
welcome . Refreshments will be
served.

Math Meetina
Mathematics majors and other
students interested in taking math
courses are invited to meet with
members of the Mathematics
Department to discuss next year's
course offerings and other topics
of mutual interest. This meeting
will take place on Thursday, April
14 at 4 p.m. in McCook 303.
Refreshments will be served.

Nuclear Debate
The Trinity Coalition for
uclear Arms Control is sponsoring a debate on "Prospects for
Arm Control in the 80's" with
David Trachtenburg of the Committee on the Present Danger and
Arthur Cox, formerly of the
Brookings Institute. The dabate
will be held in the Washington
Room on Monday, April 18 at 8
p.m. All interested members of
the Trinity community are urged
to attend.

Service Awards
The Samuel S. Fishzohn
Awards for Civil Right s and Community Service were established in
memory of Samuel Fishzohn,
Class of I 925, a prominent figure
in social work and welfare. These
awards are to be given each year
to students who have
demonstrated initiative and
creativity in community service
and who have worked with deication in the field of civil rights.
Nominations of students who
have been active in these areas are
now being accepted for consideration by a panel of faculty
members, students and admrn1strators. Students may
nominate themselves, but must include the endorsement of a
member of the faculty.
Any nomination should include
a brief resume of the nominee's
activities as well as the endorsement of a faculty member The
deadline for nominations is April
15, 1983.
The criterion are:
I. Civil Rights- A demonstration
Jf unusual gifts and dedication in
the field of civil rights, civil liberties, race relations or minority
group problems.
2. Community Service- A
demonstration of initiative and
creativity in some form of community service, with special
reference to involvement with the
important social issues of the day.
Please send nominations to:
Betty Anne Cox, Box 1306,
Campus.

SGPB Lecture

would enjoy organ1z1ng a
volleyball team arc im itcd to a
meeting April 12 at 7 p.m. in 1he
Tansill Sport of the ferris Athle11 ·
Center. It will mean a compe1i111e
club team for future varsit~ ,talU
at Trinity. If unable lo attend 1h1
meeting, plea e contact Robin
Sheppard.

Women's
Studies
Are you a senior working on a
thesis related to Women'
Studies? If so, please contact Professors Joan Hedrick or Sonia Lee
as soon as pos ible.

Women's Center
Concert
On Thursday, April 14, the
Hartford Women's Center, 1he
Trinity Women's Center, and the
UConn Women's Center are
sponsoring a concert by the Robin
Flower Band. The concert will be
held in the Washington Room of
Mather Campus Center at 8 p.m.
Tickets are available in advance
by calling the Women's Center
(ext. 459), and will be available at
the door. The cost is $5.

Lecture
On Monday, April 18, TWO and
TCBWO will present Marsha
Darling, director of Black Studies
at Wellesley College. She will be
lecturing on the topic of "Black
Women in the Rural South" at 4
p.m. 1n room 320 at the Austin
Arts Center.

Lunch Series
The Women's Center Lunch
Series will present Dori Katz of
the Modern Languages Deparl•
ment on Wednesday, April 13.
Professor Katz will speak on 1he
subject of "Translating
Marguerite Yourcener" from
12:30 to 1:10 p.m. in the
Women's Center. Bring your
lunch and a friend.

Mother/Daughter
Workshop

The SGPB is presenting a lecture by Emery King, NBC White
House Correspondent, entitled
"Inside the Reagan White
House." The lecture will be given
Tuesday, April 12 in the
Washington Room at 8 p.m. Admission is free.

There will be a workshop on
mother/ daughter relationships in
the Women's Center on Monday,
April 18 at 7:30. Limited spaces
are available so, to make a reservation, call the Women's Center
at ext. 459. The charge is $2 and
all mothers and/ or daughters are
welcome.

Tourguide

Women's Legislature

The Admissions Office seeks
applicants for a full-time summer
tourguide position (June through
August, 35 hours/ week). Those
interested should contact Larry
Dow, ext. 247.

Volleyball
All

interested

women

who
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On Thursday, April 14, Jeannie
Millstein from the Connecticut
Permanent Commission on 1he
Status of Women will speak in the
Women's Center at 4 p.m. Ms
Millstein will discuss current Connecticut legislature involving
women and women's issues.

. ,

·,r

Typing Done ;
.

.-i
etc:-~

Term papers, theses,
typed by secretary. Spelling _
and punctuation included at i
student rates. Call Sheila at ~
653-2185 anvtime.

Apartment
Wanted
Summer sublet (Furnished
O.K.) one bedroom needed
for June, July, and August in
easy commute on public

transport to downtown Hartford. Call collect (804)
295-1731. J.P. James.

'
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SOAR Investigates
Racism at Trinity

In a lecture entitled "Harmonizing Influence: Henry Barnard and the
Common Schools" Professor Eugene Leach, director of the American
Studies Program, spoke on educator Henry Barnard. The lecture was
given on Wednesday, April 6 in the W-atkinson Library. photo by Keryn Grohs

by Greg Accetta
Trinity is currently being judged by a Boston based consulting
firm, Community Change, Inc.,
regarding racism at and within the
College. This institutional assessment is the result of Trinity's involvement in SOAR (Society
Organized Against Racism), a
group organized to dissolve
racism at primarily white
institutions.
SOAR was organized ' about a
year ago through the efforts of
Darryl Smaw, Associate Chaplain
of Brown University; Horace
Seldon, Director of Community
Change, Inc.; and a group of
dedicated workers in the field of
combatting racism. Their aim was
to develop a network that would
give personal, professional and
programmatic support to campusbased individuals working at institutions of higher education.
The second need recognized by
SOAR was to share resources and
to develop an organizational
structure. This structure, in the
form of a consortium of institutions, would assist predominantly
white colleges and universities in

Aronoff Discusses Private
Enterprise Education
status quo. Private enterprise
education encompasses much
more than economics education.
Included are bits of anthropology,
humanities, history and social
sciences, as well as accounting and
administrative science in business
contexts.
The programs show the relationships between these subjects.
The professors who teach courses
in private enterprise education are
usually professors who are not
specialists in business education.
Therefore the purpose of
private enterprise education is "to
tell the truth about business. If the
facts are known about private
enterprise, they can fend for
themselves.''
Aronoff feels that the public's
negative attitudes toward the
private enterprise system was exacerbated by a similar negative attitude toward the government that
reached its peak during the
Johnson and Nixon administrations. The government sought
political solutions in order to control
the unscrupulous behavior in
T.he,FacultY ~*arcll Committsee iS: pleaseq to annti
business when, according to
re£ipients of J,fants f<>r J9S3-~:
Aronoff, "the marketplace functions to do so by normal means ."
Leave &tension
"''
In the public eye, Aronof
Prof. Edward W. Sloan, HlstoryDepart;ment, ''PrivateBnterp;
believes
business and private
Public Concerns: The :Maritime Ventures o{ Edward Kn.ight
enterprise are the same thing. The
American Shippfog Entrepeneur"
recent polls show that big business
has become increasingly unIodividual Research
Prof. Noreen Channels, S•ciology Department. ''Determina(ions of popular. However, the government is equally unobservant of the
Salaries in Non-Profit Organizations,.
Prof. B:arvey S. Pick:er, Physics Department, ''Neutron-Aoiineutron differences and applies regulaOscillations in Deuterium"
·· tions equally to both . The public
sentiment is that big business has
Prof. Milla Riggio, English Department, "(:ritieal Theatrical Edition
abused the system and that there
of the Medieval Morality Play_Wisdom Who ls Christ"
Prof. James M. Vanstone, Biology Department, '' A frocedute for@ is nothing that can be done about
Studying the Influence of Hyperthyroidism upon Tadpo\e Hipd Limb,. it. However, the public also has
observed how private enterprise
Regeneration"
promotes a high standard of living. The case for public enterprise
Junior Faculty l)evelopm,ent Gr;,mt
therefore must be made in the
Prof. Dina Anselmi, Psychology l)epartment, "Childreh'sJ(n.owledge
market place, not the classroom.
of Definite, Indefinite and Anaphrirk Reference Terms in Stories''
Prof. William N. l3utos, Economics Department, ''Menger: ASug~ Private enterprise education is not
propaganda. It is a way of
gested Interpretation''
Prof. Daniel W. Mauro, Mathematics Departmep.t, "Consistency o'f educating people so they can
make intelligent individual deciThe Kaplan-Mei~r Least Square$ Estbnators"
sions
as consumers through
Prof. Elizabeth Tracy, Fine Arts Department, "Creation of Visual
knowledge of the system and its
ages Bvocatiye of Interi:oi: and Exterior., Envirooments"
Pr.of. Diana YJannalds
cal $tieboe Department, "•The Eff<:et Qf problems.
by Joy Koscielniak
The sixth lecture in the Dr.
Scholl Foundation series, brought
to Trinity by the Davis Endowment, was given last Thursday by
Craig Aronoff. The lecture was
entitled, "Private Enterprise
Education: Progress or
Propoganda."
Aronoff is Associate Professor
of Management at Georgia State
University and is the founder and
first president of the Association
of Private Enterprise Education.
In the lecture Aronoff explained why private enterprise education has become necessary. In the
I 970's the public sentiment
towards business became negative
and public confidence in the
business sector dropped drastical-

ly. Responding to this attitude,
the private enterprise system set
out to educate the general public
and turn those attitudes around.
Programs in private enterprise
education have begun in many
colleges. The first of these programs was founded at Georgia
State University
However, Aronoff said, their
programs "are not the product of
professors who have sold out to
business." Private enterprise
education differs from program
to program. The one thing that
different programs have in common is that they are "committed
to understand change and growth
in private enterprise."
The programs, as Aronoff emphasized, are not a defense of the
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the development of programs
commensurate with their goals
and objectives as they encourage
blacks and other minority
students to matriculate at their
respective institutions.
The consortium has as its focus
those areas that are of primary interest to each institution: admission and retention of students,
support programs, the development of intercultural programs
for the whole community, and the
education of all students, faculty
and staff on the negative effects
of racism in higher education and
in all society.
This summer Trinity College
became one of the twelve New
England colleges which comprise
SOAR. Other members include
Brown, Dartmouth, Smith, Tufts,
Wesleyan and Williams. SOAR
has already enhanced communication between institutions that are
struggling with the problems
associated with differences in
ethnicity, race, lifestyle and
values.
Membership in SOAR offers
the opportunity to increase greatly
Trinity's pool of information,
resources and ideas. In addition,
participation in SOAR brings to a
member institution the following
according to its needs: an initial
in-depth institutional assessment
done by a team of consultants, a
workshop for the administration
and/ or faculty, a planning
meeting for the development of a
student organization and receipt
of the SOAR newsletter.
Each member institution is entitled to fourteen representatives
on the SOAR council, ·two of
whom are voting members
designated as "official" institutional representatives. A general

training program for all representatives is held the fall or spring
semester of each academic year.
Trinity is represented at SOAR
meetings by its two voting
members, Assistant Dean of
Students Paula Chu-Richardson
and Professor Frank Kirkpatrick
of the Religion Department, who
also chairs the President's Council
on Minority Affairs.
The twelve non-voting members
are equally divided between the
administration, faculty, and
students drawn from the Trinity
Coalition of Blacks, ASIA and La
Voz Latina. Trinity hosted the annual fall meeting in October and
was very pleased with its success.
Thne institutional assessment
Trinity is undergoing involves
every sector of the College. Community Change, Inc. 's representatives are interviewing a crosssection of the administration,
faculty, students, select student
groups (TCB, ASIA, the IFC and
La Voz Latina), Security, and
Buildings and Grounds. They will
be investigating such issues as race
relations, affirmative action,
quality of life, and hiring practices at Trinity.
Individuals were selected based
~n activity and sensitivity to the
issues, .experience, and academic
or personal expertise. The results
are due in September and will include suggestions and recommendations. These may lead to
workshops and seminars to improve those sectors where Trinity
is lacking.
SOAR is barely a year old, but
already it has proven its
usefulness, and other colleges are
beginning to apply for meml?ership. One positive effect here at
Trinity has been the Minority
Orientation Program.

Mather Update
by Robin L. Fins
Students returning from their
two week Spring Break can clearly
see the progress made in the
Mather construction project. According to Wayne Asmus, for as
many changes that are visible on
the external front, there are also
as many internal changes in
progress'.
Asmus has stressed throughout
the renovation process that the expansion of the new Mather facility
would greatly aid student interaction. He hopes Mather will
become a more exciting place for
students to gather .and socialize
and expects the use of Mather will
skyrocket in the fall. Realizing
that the increased use of Mather
will not be sustained through the
building alone, Asmus has begun
initiating plans to change the internal structure of the campus
center.
The creation of two governing
boards will help utilize Mather to
its potential capacity . One board
will be the Mather Program
Board, a revitalization of an old
committee called the Mather
Board of Governors. The Program Board will be responsible
for planning social, cultural, and
academic events in an ongoing
process. Asmus hopes to have
both students and faculty serving

•

on this Board.
A student activities coordinating board will also be
created. No official title has been
given to this body as yet, but the
purpose of the board will be to
help coordinate all events put on
by student organizations. Rather
than having all student groups
competing for meeting and social
space, and overlapping dances
and interests, Asmus hopes the
board will be able to sort through
events and produce a calendar
with more varied programs. It is
expected that this will allow each
individual organization to concentrate on the main emphasis of
what their group is designed for
and will thereby sponsor events
more directly related to the purpose of their group.
Asmus is looking to have a
campus sponsored event in
Mather every weekend. He hopes
when students plan their social
calendar for a weekend, that the
Mather event will compete
favorably with others on campus.
A contest is in the making for
students to guess the completion
date fo the renovation. Entries
will be printed in the Tripod.
Asmus assures a grand prize will
be awarded to the winner; details
to follow soon.

Unitedway
of the Capital Area
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Southeast Asia Faces

Problems of Development
by Amy Johnson
Southeast Asian countries "are
becoming more aware of each
other and the world more aware
of them," stated Professor
Charles Lindsey in discussing
"The Economies of Southeast
Asia" last Wednesday.
Lindsey first described the
general economic and political
characteristics of Southeast Asia.
The area can be divided into two
groups--the former colonies of
France, including Vietnam, Laos,
Cambodia, which are now
socialist countries, and the former
colonies of the United States,
Great Britain, and Holland,
which are Thailand_, Malaysia,
Singapore, Indonesia, and the
Philipines, all nominally capitalist
countries. Lindsey chose the latter
group as the focus of his lecture.
According to Lindsey, the total
population in the five countries
numbers 260 million--greater than
that of the United States. The
total land area is 1.2 square miles,
just a little bit less than the area of
lndia. The total GNP of the countries is thirteenth in the world,
falling between those of Australia
and India. All the countries, Lindsey said, are "well-endowed"
with natural resources, and are all
still closely tied economically with
their "former colonial masters."
Like other third world countries,
however, they have been industrializing rapidly since their
independence.
The Southeast Asian countries
have been relying mostly on the
process of "import substitution"
to accelerate industrialization,
Lindsey stated. The process
depends on heavy foreign investment and high tariff protection to
foster the domestic production of
consumer goods. The governments in these countries have
firmly committed themselves to
industrial development.
Lindsey asserted, however, that
although Southeast Asia was the
fastest growing region in the
world in the 1970's, it will inevitably suffer "long-term structural problems." For one thing,
primary commodities, such as
petroleum, dominate its export
trade. Its natural resources are
also heavily concentrated in only a
few fields. Rubber, palm oil, and
coconut oil comprise most of
Southeast Asia's resources. With
such a lack of diversity and a
dependence on the sale of raw
materials, the economy of
Southeast Asia is "dramatically
affected by vicissitudes in the
world market." Also, most of the
countries' trade is with only a few
nations--namely, the United
States and Japan. Most of their
exports to Japan--95 percent--are
in raw materials, which, in Lindsey's words, is "some cause for

concern."
Most of the countries have failed in their attempts to concentrate
on the production of consumer
goods because of a lack of sufficient market size, Lindsey explained. Their economies usually
experience an initial spurt of
growth but eventually slow down.
Lindsey listed some solutions to
the problem--the redistribution of .
income, the shipping of more
goods to rural sectors, and joining
the world export market. Lindsey,
however, did not see much future
prospect in these solutions.
Opening themselves up to the
world market could, he stated,
lead Southeast Asians to a fatal
dependence on it. Already, most
of the countries are suffering
from large balance of trade
deficits. They have had to turn to
borrowing and foreign investment
to cover these deficits. Domestic
saving just has not kept up with
domestic investment and the
countries have had increasingly to
resort to external financing to
maintain high rates of growth.
Another solution to the
economic problems of Southeast
Asia lies in cooperation, Lindsey
stated. Recognizing this fact, the
countries formed . AS EA N
(Association of Southeast Asian
Nations) in 1967. The express purpose of the organization was to
"encourage interaction and

Opening themselves up
to the world market
could lead South Asians
to a fatal dependence on
il
cooperation in economic, social,
and cultural" fields. Political
cooperation and mut4al security
were not mentioned as goals,
Lindsey revealed. The countries
attempted to increase free trade
among themselves, establishing
preferential trade contracts and
reducing tariffs in about 8,000
items. Lindsey viewed the Free
Trade Association as unsuccessful. So far, tariff reductions
have remained low, being only
from about ten to thirty percent.
The products which have been
allowed into the countries under
tariff reductions have also been
"rather narrowly defined," Lindsey asserted. The Philippines, for
instance, reduced the tariff on
snow plows.
The countries have tried to
cooperate on public works projects and their governments have
sponsored inter-Asian meetings of
chambers of commerce and industry. Their foreign ministers
meet once or twice a year to
discuss common problems, and,
indeed, Lindsey stated, these

meetings have been well attended,
not only by the Southeast Asian
c;untries but also by the United
States, Japan, Australia and
Europe.
Yet, Lindsey seemed to feel that
efforts at cooperation among the
five Southeast Asian countries
have thus far been unsuccessful.
For one thing, they have "little
basis for trade." They possess
similar resources; all of them have
continued on page S

rather than to cause antagonism
between labor and management.
Private enterprise education
seeks not only to educate the
public but also business itself. Its
goals in teaching business concern
improving the public image of the
corporate system by bettering the
credibility of businesses. This action can be facilitated by honesty
and openness of companies to
consumers. The business sector
must realize itself with public expectations and avoid the creation
of expectations that cannot be
realistically matched. Business
must show that it is concerned
with the individual and must

l

The newly formed Trinity Service Organizations group is sponsoring a service week from Monday, April 18 to Friday, April 22.
Each day during the week, from
11 :30 a.m. - l p.m., there will be a
table outside of Mather Dining
Hall with information about the
various service organizations, and
students will be able to sign up to
join these groups. There will be
representatives from the Trinity
Tutoring Program, the SGA
Community Outreach Group, and
the Big Brothers/Big Sisters Pro-

gram. Later during the week, J
there will be panel discussions and '
a social event. The Trinity Service :
Organizations group was formed l
to provide a forum in which
leaders of service organization can
share ideas on projects for advertising and referring people to the
organizations which can best help
them. The Service Week was conceived to make people aware of !
the voluntary serv:ices available on
campus and to encourage participation in them.

Students Lobby Against
Increase in Drinking Age
by College Press Service
Student lobbyists are swarming
in unprecedented numbers this
spring over state legislatures considering raising their legal drinking ages to 21.
In what has become an annual
spring tide of bills to hike drinking ages, the lobbyists are using
more sophisticated civil
arguments this time around.
Those arguments, moreover, seem
to be more effective in some
places.
The Georgia Student Association, for example, "just beat" a
proposal to raise the drinking age
from 19 to 21 by "avoiding the
old argument that if you're old
enough to fight for your country,
you're old enough to drink,"
reports GSA President Jeanie
Morris.
Instead, "we went before the
state Senate, had our arguments
down and had the opposition's
arguments down. We showed that
drunk driving was high in the
whole 20-to-34-year-old age
bracket, and we challenged that it
would be selective prohibition only to restrict 18-21-year-olds."
"I view it as a civil rights issue
in terms of fairness," Bob
Bingaman, field director of the
State Student Association in
Washington, D.C., agrees.
The new argument used by
18-year-old drinkers' advocates,
he says, seems to be that the new
higher drinking ages make young
people pay for sins committed by
older drinkers, too.
"I would never deny there is a
problem with alcohol abuse in this
country," Bingaman says. "But
18-to-21-year-olds shouldn't be
singled out for a society-wide
problem."
Singled out or not, the state
legislative trend toward hiking
legal drinking ages has only gotten
stronger this year. At least 20
states have raised all or part of
their legal limits over the last few
years.

Business Studies Cover Many Fields
continued from pa2e 3
Some of the top priorities of the
business community through
private enterprise education have
been to improve the operation of
the market and to bring
understanding of the business
community to the public as the
more sophisticated one becomes
in knowledge of the system the
less likely it would be that one's
rights will be interfered with by
big business. The government
would therefore be more likely to
take action through public
pressure. Personal decisions
would be made, according to
Aronoff, to increase productivity

TSO Hopes to
Foster Service

educate the public of its problems
and of its willingness towards
change.
Private enterprise education
must also be concerned with its
public image. In educating the
public, professors must be concerned with promoting understanding rather that giving information in a technical way which i incomprehensible to a layperson.
According to Aronoff, the progress achieved by Private enterprise education will be seen in the
realization of freedom, prosperity, and initiative which are the
ideals of the private enterprise
system.

At least a dozen of the so-called
"under 2 I" states are currently
debating raising the legal age to
21.
About 20 states still let 18- or
19-year-olds drink, while six
others have set the magic number
at age 20.
The rest allow only persons
over 2 I to buy hard liquor,
though ten of them have lower
limits--usually 18 or 19--for buying wine and beer.
All the pressures for change
come from statistics that indicate
an inordinate number of alcoholrelated driving accidents involving
16-to-21-year-olds.
Former U.S. Secretary of
Transportation Drew Lewis and
former Secretary of Health and
Human Services Richard
Schweiker, after" reviewing those
numbers, have both called on all
states to raise their legal drinking
age to 21.
And a recent National Institute
on Alcohol Abuse and
Aocoholism study found the
number of alcohol-related injuries
has dropped in states with new,
higher drinking ages.
West Virginia legislators
reacted by introducing six different bills to raise the drinking
age there, aiming to halt "the
slaughter of West Virginia's
young drivers," as state Motor
Vehicle Commissioner Virginia
Roberts put it.
State student groups are
generally opposed to the hike.
"Raising the age to 21 doesn't ad-

dress the problem at hand,
"contends Michael Queen, a student government official at Marshall University and one of the
lobbyists fighting the increase.
The real problems, he says, are
the few students over 18 who
abuse alcohol and those under 18
who are already experts at getting
booze illegally anyway, regardless
of the legal age.
Students "are adults and
should be given the same rights
and privileges just like other
adults," says Bill Stanhope, head
of the University of Oklahoma's
continued on page S

Mather
Cost Hikes
Tuition
continued from page 1

to twelve additional freshmen.
Increase in income will come
from endowment, gifts, and
short-term investment. Endowment income in projected to grow
$200,000 in 1983-84, in part
augmented by the new Reitemeyer
Professorship in Political Science.
Gift income from the alumni fund
and scholarship gifts is slated to
increase by 22.8 percent from this
year's budget. Earned income
from short-term investments will
increase by 8 percent.

READY for SUMMER?
SUMMER SESSION '83

MATTATUCK COMMUNITY
COLLEGE
Waterbury, Connecticut

•
•
•
•
•

Modern Air-Conditioned Facilities
Quality Courses
Low Cost
Convenient and Safe Parking
Set in Rural Atmosphere

Day or Evening Sessions, meet twice weekly
June 6-July 28
Cost: As low as $101.00 for 3 credit course
(Includes all fees)
Call 575-8011 for our Summer Brochure or write:
Summer Session 1983
Mattatuck Community College
750 Chase Parkway
Waterbury, CT 06708
Fully accredited by the New England Association of Schools and Colleges,
Inc .. and licensed by the Connecticut Board of Higher Education.
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Legislators Ponder Drinking Age Question
continued from page 4

lobbying task force.
Oklahoma legislators are
debating several bills to raise the
drinking age there. Stanhope's
task force hopes to persuade them
the better answer to the terrible
highway death rate is more stringent enforcement of existing
Jaws against drunk driving.
"That's all most states need to
do: simply better enforce the laws
already on the books rather than
raising the drinking age as a bandaid approach to the problem,"
says Bingaman of the State Student .Association, a coalition of
state student groups from across
the country.
Raising the drinking age "is not
a solution to the problem,"
echoes Patrick Duffy, Arizona's
student body president.
"The real cause of the problem," he asserts, "is people's attitude towards drinking."
A higher drinking age in Idaho,
which is also considering an age
bill, "is just going to re-arrange
where people drink," adds Idaho
student body President Margaret
Nelson.
Tennessee student body Presi-

dent Gary Harmon takes a more
pragmatic approach. "We're not
a party school" so a higher drinking age won't stop that many people from abusing alcohol.
And Bingaman likes to finally
roll out the argument that convinced many state legislatures in
the late sixties and early seventies
to lower their drinking ages in the
first place.
"In most states, 18 is old
enough to enter into contracts, be
sued, vote, and be drafted. It's inconsistent for the government to
say the same group of people who
are old enough otherwise to be
adults are not responsible enough
to drink," he says.
Student lobbyists instead offer
a variety of alternatives to raising
the drinking age.
"We feel the emphasis should
be placed on education," says
Arizona's Duffy.
Tennessee's Harmon explains,
"I'm not talking about B-grade
horror films, but a program that
intelligently addresses the problem (of alcohol abuse)."
"That's really what we're
pushing for," adds Melissa
Kinsley, a University of Maryland
freshman who heads her campus

Seniors Donate Bucks
continued from page 1
to raise money for the Fund. A
nominal admission fee will be
charged in exchange for beer,
mixers and a band. Location and
date will be announced.
The expectations of the Fund
are simple. By raising the maximum amount of money from the
seniors' donations, ingenuity and
effort, the Class of '83 can rest

assured that the value of an
education at Trinity is being maintained by quality students, not only financially able students.
Perhaps on your twenty-fifth reunion, you will pass a student on
the Long Walk whom you have
helped to graduate. So perhaps it
can be said that the Class of '83 is
giving a scoreboard of a different
sort.

FRESHMEN
SOPHOMORES

chapter of Students
Drunk Driving.

Against

When -Maryland raised its
drinking age last year, she says,
"we were for it. But we think
public awareness, responsible use

of alcohol and better enforcement
of drunk driving laws are the real
answers.
These arguments have not
dissuaded some legislators from
supporting higher drinking ages

so far, however.
"I would raise it to 80 if I
could," says Charles Drew, the
state representative of the are encompassing the University of Tennessee. "Young people should
have some kind of direction."

Lindsey Speaks on Economies
Of Southeast Asian Nations
continued from page 4

an excess of petroleum and rice.
Most of them, with the exception
of the highly-industrialized citystate of Singapore, are still
primarily agricultural states and
are just beginning to industrialize.
Thailand, Indonesia, Malaysia,
and the Philippines fear they
might come to depend on their industrialized neighbor just as much
as they did on their colonial
masters. They, in Lindsey's
words, have no desire "to
replicate a relationship they are
trying to escape from with the
United States, Europe, and
Japan."
ASEAN, according to Lindsey,
has transformed into more of a
political than an economic
alliance. The countries have tried
to establish themselves as a zone
of neutrality to keep power rivals
out, but so far, Lindsey stated,
have failed to do so. In 1976-77
they collectively responded to the
Vietnamese invasion of Kampuchea by organizing an international conference. Beset with
years of internal conflict,
Southeast Asia at last showed
some unity.

Lindsey concluded his lecture
by reflecting on the economic
future of the Southeast Asian
countries. Many may have to
resort to militarization and stringent controls on labor, he surmised, in order to control the
economy and make industry more
attractive to foreign investors.
The military is already strong in
Indonesia and Thailand. If
Southeast Asia fails to continue in
economic growth, social chaos
may be the result, Lindsey warned; the Philippines are already riddled with unrest. Lindsey ended
by saying that in any event, the

countries will have to tighten their
belts in the face of downturns in
the world market.
Charles Lindsey, currently an
economics professor at Trinity,
lived in Singapore for five years.
While there, he researched foreign
investment. He also studied in the
Philippines for one year under the
Fullbright Research Grant, and he
served as visiting Assistant Professor at the University of the
Philippines. Lindsey's lecture, a
first in a series of four, was sponsored by the World Affairs
Association.

NON-SMOKER'S LINE

CALL
1-800-922-4162

The Marine Corps Officer Commissioning Program can
offer you an aviation guarantee if you qualify. We can
also offer you free flying lessons in your senior year.
Interested? Find out more about the Marine Corps PLC
Aviation Program for this summer by calling collect at
(203) 722-2168/2169.

FLY MARINE
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Letters
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EDITORIAL

YOU WAKE UP ONE M®IING RECALLING THAT You FORGOT
To DRoP iHAT HISfoRY ~ ART CJ.ASS You Sl(;HfD I.J' FoR
BuT NEVER ATTENDED,.

)

tHE OLD FooD IN THE BAO< OF YOUR REFRIGEAAToR
~MES SENTINENT LIFE,,,

\

"

Stu-Fae Relations
Flawed, But Not
Necessarily So
Thomas Jefferson, in his design for the University of
Virginia, sought to create a campus where students
and faculty would interact on a daily basis. In addition
to the time spent lecturing, professors, who lived on
campus, took their meals with their students, met in
seminars with their students and moreover, entered into a unique learning relationship with their students.
Understandably, the realities and idiosynchrasies of
contemporary academic life are somewhat removed
from the scope of Jefferson's vision. Yet, he did not
miss the mark in determining an important aspect of
academic life, this being the relationship between
teacher and student. At Trinity, just as at many institutions of higher learning, a complete education depends
on the extension of this relationship beyond the detatched atmosphere of the lecture hall.
Obviously, such relationships take time and effort,
on both parties' behalf, to develop and maintain. Not
dissimilarly, friendships, in general, require a certain
amount of time and effort.
Unlike the convenient, full-time faculty presence envisioned at the University of Virginia, the Trinity campus and neighborhood permit only a handful of faculty
members the opportunity to live and associate with the
student body. And until a severe remodeling of the
physical plant is undertaken to improve the situation(an event not to occur in the near future
anyway),the danger exists that student-faculty relations could deteriorate further.
If these relations are to be improved, individuals are
going to have to take individual initiative. Closing
Hamlin one day a week and encouraging faculty
members to eat with students is one approach. But,
faculty members can eat at Saga free anyway if they go
with a student. So, why not invite a faculty member to
lunch sometime?

Cu.bby~ Corner

'/OUR 1968 VOLKSWAGEN, THAT YaJ W£RE Pl.ANNING ON
DR!V/NG 1b FL<illDA, DEVELOPS A SLJGIIT ME<JIANICAL PROFm1,,,

Report Illuminates Faculty Incompetence

Editor's Note: The following
letter was mailed to Dr. Karl
Scheibe, Chairman of the Board
of Trustees. It represents the
viewpoints of the author, and not
necessarily those of the fraternity
or its National Alumni
Association.
Dear Dr. Scheibe:
Regarding the faculty report on
fraternities:
1. The report is boring. It
is windy, pedantic, and
wimpy, What, pray-tell, does
the following sentence mean?
"We recognize that while the
charge of divisiveness may be
placed squarely at the door of
the fraternities, the fraternity
system does not bear the sole
responsibility for its
domination of the social
scene at the College, nor for
the lack of consonance
between institu.t ional rhetoric
and institutional practice.''
2. The report is
embarrassingly phoney and
full of bafnegab.How about,
''eminently sustainable,''
"unproblematic," "enrich
the collectivity," and "in
eye the silver streak of her metal
loco parentis?" Give us a
spatula like a cavalry sword.
break!
Taking a desperate chance at
I forgot what that nitwit
being crushed, I used an old
Spiro Agnew cracked about
playground trick, dropping to my
pseudo-intellectuals, but now
hands and knees and hoping that
I know what he meant.
her momentum would carry her
3. The report is expensive.
over me and into the salad bar just
Six professors; 26 meetings;
ahead.
marathon meetings
Needless to say, it worked like a
(undoubtedly); writing;
charm. My last sight was of her
typing; looking up big words;
immense form twisting through
and all the brouhaha cost,
the air as if in slow motion
time and money.
towards its final resting place in t h e r - - - - - - - - - - - - - - .
russian dressing as I gingerly
stepped through the swinging
doors. But, I still had one thing
left to do.
Pulling the leather ski mask
over my face, I entered the
janitor's closet, fully aware of
what lay ahead of me. The
The Tripod welcomes and endustpan was there, just as 1 had
courages letters to the Editor. All
imagined it would be, and I
letters must be signed by the
quickly stuffed it under my
author, whose name will be
sweater and entered the deserted
withheld upon request. Letters
hallway . I chuckled in
which are in poor taste or libelous
anticipation of the afternoon and
will not be printed.
my breath made a wet spot on the
front of the mask. Suddenly, the
third period bell rang and before I
All letters must be ryped,
could reenter the closet the
double-spaced and no longer than
hallway was filled with hundreds
two pages or else be subject to
of people. There was only one
editing. The deadline is 6:00 p.m .
thing left to do. At the top of my
Friday. Please deliver all letters
voice, I yelled in Spanish that my
and
commentary via campus mail
clothes were soaked in gasoline
(Box 1310) or to the Tripod office
and quickly lit a match as I
in the basement of Jackson Hall.
backed towards the nearest
window.
(next· week: "In the Airport
Cocktail Lounge.)

Diary of a .Madman
Diary of a Madman ... an
excerpt from "Journal of a
Lunatic"
"No I won't eat that potatoe
salad," I screamed as she stood
over me staring down as if the
very intensity of her gaze would
be enough to force me to swallow
that vile white swill on my plate.
"It's evil! The potatoes that made
it are the spawn of the devil!'', I
bellowed, searching for an escape
route from the empty cafeteria.
She knew enough not to believe
me, but I couldn't allow that
small detail to divert my
concentration. I had other plans,
plans that didn't include the
potato salad of the rotund
cafeteria lady that stood so
menacingly by the side of my
chair.
Thinking quickly, I reached for
the butter pa try that I had earlier
planted on the underside of the
table in the event of such an
emergency and, with a fast
jabbing motion, I slapped it onto
the side of her bare voluminous
calf. She lurched to the side as if
stunned by the sudden presence of
grease on her leg. The diversion
had worked! Like lightning, I
grabbed my plate and scooped its
contents into the hot air duct
behind me on the wall. In
seconds, I had spun from my
chair and was well on my way
toward the door, my body
working like the machine I had
trained it to be. Unforunately,
however, I was not fast enough,
and I saw from the corner of mv

Conservatively, this report
consumed at least 500 hours.
I would rather these
professors spent our money
teaching, planning lessons,
and, particulary in the case of
the report's author, learning
how to write.
4. The report is pompous
and so self-important. I love
these lines: "It might well be
arguable that those whom we
care for have the freedom to
harm themselves at least; but
we must ask ourselves
whether we, as a Faculty,
enjoy the freedom to allow
that to happen. The
Committee believes we do
not; and that the suppression
of the lesser freedom entails
in fact the gain of a greater
liberty." Ain't that great? It's like theatre. (And the
self-serving use of capital
letters "C" and "F" ... nice
touch. Why not a capitalized,
royal "we"?).
What's the definition of a
"lesser freedom:" it's 0.K.
to write important works, but
naughty books?

Imagine, the gravelly voice
of John Houseman
interpreting this report as he
does his popular SmithBarney commercial: "At
Trinity we treat lesser
freedom the old-fashioned
way. We burn it!"
5. The report would get a
failing grade at Harvard
Business School. Maybe the
report writer will consider
that a compliment. He
wouldn't get promoted past
"Trainee" at Procter &
Gamble, either.
So I think the report illuminates
a much bigger issue than the
abolition of 132 year old Trinity
culture. It focuses attention on the
quality of the professors. Are
these guys good teachers or not?
We know the committee is
righteous. We know they are glib.
We know they are self-annointed
social vigilantes.
But can they teach? Someone
ought to find out.
Respectfully yours,
Jeffrey J . Fox, '67
Alpha Chi Rho
Exec-Committee, Nat'!
Alumni Association

The

THIJVITY THI.POD
Editor
Floyd Higgins
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Commentary
Federal Contracting- Boon or Boondoggle?
by John Hanrahan
If American business has its
way, you may soon find more of
your governmental services being
provided by private firms. Based
on past performances by private
companies in the public sector,
that's not a very cheering
prospect.
Squeezea by the recession at
home and by increased
competition from abroad, United
States businesses are increasingly
looking for activities that present
little risk and virtually guarantee
healthy profits. And one of the
safest and most lucrative activities
for private businesses is
government contracting--be it at
the federal, state, or local level.
While federal contracting has
by far been the major source of
government-provided contracting
dollars, the nation's business
community in recent years has
begun to target state and local
governmental services as a ripe,
relatively untapped source of
sales.
The timing of such approaches
to state and local governments
couldn't be better from business'
standpoint. Wracked by
recession, by taxpayers' revolts
which have trimmed revenue
sources, and by reductions in
federal aid by the Reagan
administration, many state and
local governments have been
forced into drastic actions to
prevent budget deficits.
Many have had to cut back
services severely, to lay off public
employees, and to try to figure
out how they can possibly cope
with increasingly tight fiscal
conditions in the years to come. In
such situations, state and local
officials are willing audiences for
business promises that
contracting-out can cut costs,
while at the same time provide a
comparable or even improved
level of services.
Of course, contracting-out is
hardly a new phenomenon. Many
cities and towns have for years
had contracts with private firms
to perform such services as trash
collection, snow removal and
street cleaning. Still, an estimated
three-quarters of all local
governmental services are being
performed by public employees
today/ which means there are

multi-billion-dollar opportunities
for private firms to move into
these public service areas.
It's not only trash collection
and snow removal that the private
firms are eyeing, but virtually all
white-collar and blue-collar
services that are now performed
by public employees--providing
school lunches, managing schools
and prisons, childcare, assistance
for senior citizens, recreation,
rehabilitation for ex-prisoners,
data processing, health care,
street lighting, vehicle
maintenance, tree trimming,
architectural and engineering
services and a variety of
consulting services.
As far as the cheerleaders for
privatization are concerned, the
sky's the limit. Said William
Norris, chairman and chief
executive officer of Control Data
Corp., "If public services were
privatized, the role of government
would change from one of
providing services to one of
establishing standards, licensing
and monitoring." For business,
he said, the reward would be
"attractive profits."
But what about the public?
What does privatization mean for
the · cost and quality of public
services? Despite contractors'
claims, there is overwhelming
evidence that contracting-out,
over time, does not reduce costs
and does not provide a similar or
improved level of service for the
money spent. Contracting-out
also hurts government
responsiveness to the citizenry by
creating situations in which state
and local governments delegate
their authority to private firms
which are in no way accountable
to the public the way an elected
official or civil servant must be.
A June, 1982 study, published
by the California Tax
Foundation--an organization
which supports increased
contracting-out, contained a
number of warning signals to
local governments contemplating
turning over public services to the
private sector. One municipal
official with experience in
contracting-out was quoted as
saying that "the cost saving to be
realized by contracting-out is
often grossly exaggerated."
Another said that contractors

tend ''to view government
contracts as 'easy money' " and
as a way of charging high costs
using minimum standards.
Another local official noted that,
"we have found that in most cases
the cost savings have been eaten
up by increased administrative
costs." Other local officials have
warned that contractors "buy
in"--that is, deliberately bid low
to get the contract and then make
up for the initial low bid through
cost overrun claims or contract
renegotiation.
Then there is the cost issue. One
basic item that should make
contracting-out more expensive,
all other things being equal, is that
contractors exist to make a profit,
while governmental units have no
such motivation. It's logical to
assume that if a contracted service
and a public worker-provided
service are comparable in the
number of workers used, the
scope of the job to be performed,
and in the managerial and worker
skill, the expense of either
operation should be roughly the
same.
Rochester, New York city
officials recognized this reality a
few years ago when they
determined that city employees
could provide trash collections at
a cost $2.4 million lower than
could contractors during the
1979-80 fiscal year.
The savings were realized
through redesigning routes,
providing more efficient
equipment, and cutting crew sizes-and without laying off any city
employees. As James E. Malone,
Rochester's commissioner of
environmental services, wrote at
the time: "There simply is no
reason--except bad management-that prevents a city from
providing extremely cost-effective
refuse collection service.''
Malone's observation would
apply equally to other municipal
services.
One other expensive and
troubling drawback of
contracting-out is the corruption
factor. In recent years, there have
been scores of publicized cases of
payoffs and kickbacks in
connection with state and local
governmental contracting; of
price fixing and bidding; of
contracts being given to cronies

and campaign contributors of
public officials; of contractors'
conflicts of interest, and of
contracts going to companies with
links to organized crime.
For example, in 1979 the Justice
Department began a nationwide
investigation of highway contract
bid-rigging. By early this year, the
prove had become the largest
price-fixing investigation in
United States history. The
investigation has touched almost
half of the 50 states, and has
produced bid-rigging, mail fraud
and perjury convictions of more
than 150 corporations and more
than 170 business executives.
Investigators estimated the bidrigging schemes had cost the states
hundreds of millions of dollars

over the years.
So, when mayors and city
councils, or governors and state
legislators, start talking about the
impressive savings and benefits
that will accrue if more services
are contracted out, these claims
should be looked at with a good
deal of skepticism. Far from being
a sure-fire boon, contracting-out
too often is just a gimmick that
will produce only additional
headaches for fiscally-strapped
states and communities.

John Hanrahan is a for mer
Washington Post reporter and is
the author of the books
Government for Sale, and the
soon to be published Government
By Contract.

Newton Foils SouthCampus
Toilet Paper Caper
At about 9:45 Thursday
evening, Connie Newton, popular
South Campus R.A., saved the
population from considerable
hygenic distress. Always diligent,
she spotted "two suspicious
underclassmen." Hearing a
resident of Smith dorm inquire
about the contents of their
mysterious bulging bag, she was
alarmed by their offensive
response, "Nuthin! Mind you
own !&?$$! ! !??&! ! business."
Exclaiming "Excuse me! Excuse
me!" the valiant Miss Newton,
despite the risk of injury, pursued
them to the third floor of Smith
Dormitory. Con fronting the
would-be thieves, she asked
"What are you doing with a

garbage bag full of rolls of toilet
paper?" "We need it" the culprits
replied. "Why, do you have a
problem your doctor should know
about?" retorted Newton.
Finding their attempt to negotiate
the return of only half the loot
unacceptable, our courageous and
resolute Constance Newton
reclaimed all but three of the more
than fifty rolls of hot paper. The
two culprits, disgusted with their
failure, said Miss Newton "ruined
a great joke." "Just think," said
one South Campus resident, "if
they had successfully stolen all the
toilet paper I would have finally
found a use for my L. L. Bean
Catalogue!''
Submitted anonymously.
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Handelman Denies 'Myopic' Coverage
To the Editor:
It's not every day that I write a
letter to the editor. But, then
again, it's not very often that I'm
called a "myopic" reporter and
compared to Howard Cosell.
Such was my fate in Patrick Lyle's
letter to the editor regarding my
reporting of the Intramural Gold
Division Basketball Championship game of Friday March 4.
Before I directly address myself
to Lyle's accusations, it is first appropriate to tell why and how this
article was written. As a sports
writer for the Tripod, I spent the
winter covering the Trinity wrestling team. When its season ended
' in mid-February, I was left temporarily without a team to cover.
Thus I was asked if I would cover
the Gold Intramural Championship for the Tripod, as Sports
Editor Steve Gellman though it
would be a hotly contested and
very physical game. Since intramurals reporting is a rarity in
the Tripod, Steve asked me to
concentrate on the intensely competitive nature of the game, and
not just to give a play-by-play account of what happened. I

covered it with this approached in
mind, not knowing what teams
were playing, what their records
were, or any player's name on
either team. The notes I took during the contest involved no
statistical information, as Bruce
Zawodniak at the scorer's desk
was nice enough to provide me
with this data after the game.
When I wrote the article, I recalled what Steve had told me and
consolidated my notes and
Zawodniak's, given the constraint
that I had known nothing about
the intramural basketball program before Friday March 4, having only_ seen this one game and
received Zawodniak's statistical
account of it.
In spite of Lyle's harsh critique,
I stand firmly by what I said in the
article.. His statement: because of
my "oversight on the Intramural
season, many things did not come
to light" is totally unfair, given
the constraints just described,
which I had in writing the article.
The fact that "the Intramural
program was well run, with most
games contested under the
auspices of newly installed student

referees" has no place in an article
only intended to cover one championship game, and not the entire
intramural season.
My "unwarranted parallels
between football and basketball"
consisted of just one sentence in
which I made an allusion to an
Ace's tackling an Excess Recruit.
All I did was interject a little
"color" into the article by making
a play on the team name, Excess
Recruit. The soon thereafter
"blatant foul" was, in fact,
blatant. Lyle says my
"contentions appear to suggest
intentional bad sportsmanship on
behalf of the Aces;" this is his
inference, not mine. My quote
from an Ace player was accurate.
I left it for the reader to determine
what kind of sportsmanship the
Aces exhibited, given the facts
which I presented.
Lyle then makes the ridiculous
analogy of Howard Cosell's
"preoccupations with the
emotional side of sports" to my
reporting. As stated earlier, I was
told to report this gar1e partly
from an emotional standpoint.
Furthermore, I spent less time

describing the emotional side of
the game, than I did describing
the statistical side. Finally, it is the
job of a good reporter to describe
accurately the emotions exhibited
in a highly emotional game.
Lyle then attacks my saying
that, in the latter part of the
game, every official's call against
the Aces was followed by an Ace
player's slamming the ball to the
floor in disgust. He says that this
did not happen, and that I "slight
the referees' competence" by
saying it did, for "if such events
had transpired, under the
guidelines of the sport, a technical
foul would have been called each
and every time." Again, I only
reported what actually happened.
Furthermore, there is no rule
which says that slamming the ball
down always constitutes a
technical foul; the mild slams by
the Aces did not warrant a
technical "each and every time."
Again, my reporting in this
article was accurate. I gave credit
where credit was due and stressed,
where appropriate, the intensely
competitive nature of the game.
Jeffrey L. Handelman, '85
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new award, the John F.
ward, .ha$ been estal:>tisb-

l

'e4 at,trinity t<> recognft. sign,ifi-

canr contributions to a studei'lt .
p11blication by a junior or senior. ·
The object of the award is to
acknowledge the time and energy
spent by a student on any of the
'student publications--The Tripod,
the ReYiew, the Ivy, and Sllencesin any area-~writing,
photography, artwork, copy,;
~ting, or just plain moral

"fsupport.
Any per$0n may make a nomination, Be sure to include a resume
of tbe candidate's contributionlj
as well as the names of two of tbe
candidate's colleagues in the

organization. All nominations
must be submitted by Friday;
April 15 to Tripod Award, box
'l EHO, The presentation of a cer,,,
tificate will be made on Honor't

Day.

Arts/ Entertainment-----Choir Takes The Show Off The
Road and Back ·t o Trinity
Review
Choir Performance,
Fri., Sat., Goodwin
by Kathryn Gallant

The choir performed their
Home Concert this year under the
direction of Gerald Moshell and
Assistant Director Grant
Cochran, '84. The Home Concert
traditionally follows the concert
choir's annual Spring Tour '.
The higlight of the evening was
Maurice Ravel's "II est bon, l'en-

fant, ii est sage," the finale of
L 'En/ant et le sortileges. The
piece was sung with good control
by the full choir and, as a result,
the performance on both evenings
was gentle and lovely.
"The Prisoner Comes," the
Act I finale to The Yeoman of the
Guard, by Arthur Sullivan, was
also well done. The piece details
·the events that take place when
Colonel Fairfax escapes from the
Tower of London and the
townspeople vow to capture him,
dead or alive. Impressive solo performances were turned out by
Steve Kish, Rick Wagner and

Members of Trinity's touring Concert Choir huddle on a bench in
Boston's Quincy Market. It was the last stop on their Spring Tour. Left
to right, Matt George, Steve Kish, Whitney Rogers, Tom Baker, and
LeAnn Murphy.
pho10 by Andrew Campbell

Color Dominates Senior
Pruett's Art Exhibit
Review
Senior Exhibition
Garmany, April 5-9

by Tony 0. Smith

Beth Pruett's mode of painting
is based on the impressionistic
concepts of Cezanne and Monet.
She is a colorist, emphasizing the
use of color to create the illusion
of 3-dimensional space on canvas.
Her early works--paintings of
boats either docked or out at sea-are most successful in this sense.
This impressionistic concern is
evident in her paintings of her
observations of the natural world,
seen in the play of light on the
boats, sea, and in the reflections
on the waves. Pruett's colors are
vibrant and powerful, with a
tendency to jump out at the
viewer.
She presents nature's
never-ending changes in atmosphere and light and how they
play on the eye as a dazzling and
sometimes busy world of shapes
and colors .
This incredible variety of
luminous colors, however, make
rich surface patterns which are
distracting at times, sometimes
destroying the illusion of depth.
This problem occurs in a series of
houses by the sea. Like Cezanne,
Pruett masses her buildings close
together, sometimes stacking one
upon another, painting them as
cubes, and abruptly cutting off
the edges of the scene. But again,

her use of colors sometimes denies
receding space.
Her next painting phase is a
group of impressionistic paintings
which employ broad areas of color and verge on fauvism. There
are swelling and overlapping red
shapes , pillows, paint tubes, and
slippers. She is concerned with the
illusion of space, but the colors
emit an emotional statement as
well.
This theme of fauvism was wedded to impressionism and was carried over into her egg series of
paintings. She experimented with
combinations of two or more colors for each composition--pink
and orange, yellow and orange,
and blues and purples. As before,
her main concern is in creating a
3-D space but it's the colors which
scream for attention--especially
the pinks, yellows, and reds.
In the intaglio prints entitled
"Ribbons" and Undici Cuori,"
the work is decorative and textual
as a result of the lively line quality
and the use of jagged areas of
grays. Her most successful prints
dealing with the illusion of deep
space are the "Cross Conch" and
"Conch I" of her conch shell
series.
The linear, decorative
quality is subdued, with the emphasis placed on the modulations
of tones, which go from shades of
white to a beautiful deep black.
There were, however, two problems of presentation which
detracted from the exhibition.
First, paintings that really needed
wider spacing between one
another were crowded , and second, her picture frames seemed
hastily constructed .

Ann Brown. It was a fun piece
and the choir sang it with a lot of
energy and vitality .
A more disappointing performance was Lobel der Hernn a/le
Heiden, by Johann Sebastian
Bach. Because of the poor
acoustical quality of Goodwin
Theatre, much of the sound
wasn't projected as it should have
been, and the choir did not push
to make up for that problem. The
piece is very difficult, with a complicated Alleluja section at the end
of the selection; it may have been
a bit too ambitious for the choir
to attempt.
Assistant Director Grant
Cochran directed two pieces from
the Romantic period, and Diann
Chamberlain displayed her consider ab I e vocal talent in
Zigeunerleben, written in 1840 by
Robert Schumann.
The choir's performance of
selections from Porgy and Bess
was very precise in its execution of
Gershwin's tricky jazz rhythms,
but the solo parts were disappointing. Marie Lavieri sang "Summertime" and joined Michael
Connelly in a duet performance of
"Bess, You Is My Woman Now ."
Lavieri's voice quality tended to
be nasal at times and Connelly
was off-key. Andrew Campbell
did turn in . a theatrical performance of "It Ain't Necessarily
So."
The choir's pianist, Joe
Scorese, has impressive talent at
the keyboard and interesting taste
in bow ties.
The choir's next performance
will be May 6 and 8 at 8:15 pm, in
the College Chapel, when they
will perform the Faure Requiem
and the Bach Cantata No. 106.

The Recipe Returns: Pizza
by Jennifer F.E. Wolfe

Maybe some of you have been
wondering what has happened to
my recipes lately. Well, let me tell
you a little story. One fine Saturday night (when I should have
been out playing instead of typing) I was hunched over the
Tripod computer punching in the
recipe•as well as a nice long story
to go with it--all about my travels
in Italy and the wonderful food
there . It took me a good two
hours, but I was finally done.
Eeemp, I pressed the ENTER
FILE button, Zeetdeeedeet, I
typed in the tit le, and ChkChkkkztztzt, I pressed the EXECUTE
button. Too late, I realized the
curser had been at the bottom of
the article instead of the top,
which meant I'd just erased the
whole thing. The computer had
eaten my recipe.
Needless to say, I was not happy. I had just wasted two good
hours of a Saturday night, and I

certainly didn't feel like typing the
whole th ing in again. But now
that Spring Break has come and
gone I think I'm over it, so here
is the recipe --but no story.
A vacado Pizza

cooked pizza dough, bagels, or
English Muffins
(I usually make it on a bagel half)
very ripe fresh avacado
tomato sauce cooked with wine
lots of garlic powder, bas11,
oregano, salt and pepper
sharp cheddar or mozerella cheese
parmesan cheese
Warm bread in oven , then
spoon on sauce a nd sprinkle with
seasonings. Scoop on avacado to
form solid layer about ¼ inch
thick. Slice cheese on top, sprinkle
with parmesan and bake at 400
degrees until cheese is melted and
gooey. It may sound strange but
it's really tasty .

/Yew Music: Bunnies and Kinky Jazz
WRTC Album Reviews
Echo and the Bunnymen:

Porcupine
byTony Foley

Echo and the Bunnymen is probabl,Y the best new group to come
out of England in the last three
years. I say that because I have a
personal interest in this band since
they're from my home town,
Liverpool (yes we have produced
more than the Beatles!!), and I
have personally followed their
career up to this album--their
third.
Everybody should hear Echo
and the Bunnymen, either on
Crocidiles, Heaven Up Here, or
on this new album, Porcupine.
They are the leading band in the
new psychedelic movement in Britain, and this style is continued on
cuts like "Higher Hell" and
" Back Of Love ." Ian McCullough's vocals have been
likened to the late Jim Morrison's, but I think that technically his voice is much more emotional and melodic, especially on
tracks such as "Clay" and
"Heads Will Roll."
Lyrically the songs are faultless;
McCullough prefers "Spare Us
the Cutter" over the hackneyed
word reaper to give a harsher effect, and the words on "Back Of
Love" are both terrifying and

humorous. A competent backing
of base and guitars com.bined with
a slick production give the album
its sensual and romaRtic, melancholy sound.

Steve Lacy:
nps
by Scott Weaver

Saxophonist Steve Lacy has
been around for a while, usually
dabbling in various projects with
various gatherings of musicians,
never sticking to one group or
idea. Tips, one of those expensive
Hat Hut releases, presents him on
soprano sax (with Steve Potts on
alto sax and Irene Aebi on voice)
flirting with ... the avant-garde.

Don't recoil in alarm--it's
tastefully done without being unnecessarily shocking. Although
Lacy uses free improvisation , the
music is anchored in jazz and
blues.
Repeating the aphorisms of the
French artist George Braque over
and over in his mind, Lacy
develops them to create little
melodies--"tips," as it were . At
the beginning of each piece, the
saxes state the individual melody
accompanied by Aebi singing, in
french, the corresponding
aphorism. The saxes take off
from ·this, improvising upon the
melody, roaming from dirge-like
intonations to frenetic screams.
Compared to the initial quirky
melodies, the following improvisation is fluid-and exciting.
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Betsy Kagan will dance in Goodwin next Friday.

West Coast choreographer and
dancer Betsy Kagan will present a
concert of her work on Friday,
April 15 in the Goodwin Theater
of Austin Arts Center. The performance begins at 8 p.m.
A native of Hartford, Kagan
returns to present her work for the
first time in her home town where
she began her dance studies with
Truda Kaschmann. She received
her M.F.A. in dance from the
New York University School of
the Arts, and studied at the
American Dance Festival and in
studies in New York City. Trained
in a variety of modern dance
styles, she had performed in
pieces under the personal direction of Charles Weidman, Merce
Cunningham, and Viola Farber.
Kagan has taught Laban Movement Analysis extensively in the
last several years, and has done
research in dance style, published
a paper on dance, and founded
and directed · the Institute of
Movement Studies in Berkley,
California.

And Elsewhere on Campus.
Poetry Readings
Poet J. D. McClatchy will read
from his works at 8 p.m. on
Thursday, April 14, in the Faculty
Club of Hamlin Hall. The event is
free.
McClatchy is currently teaching
in the Creative Writing Program
at Princeton University.
His
poems have appeared in such
magazines as The Nation, The
New Republic, Poetry,
Ploughshares, and were collected

in Scenes from Another Life
(Braziliar, I 981).
He was awarded the Academy
of American Poets Prize in 1972,
the Chase Going Woodhouse
Prize in 1976, and a Connecticut
Commission on the Arts grant in
1981.
Mclatchy is one of several poets
on the Connecticut Poetry Circuit
this year, and his appearance at
Trinity is arranged by the Circuit
and the Trinity College Poetry
Center.

ICELINDAIR IS STILL
YOUR BEST VALUE
TO EUROPE
--LUXEMBOURG-RouNorR,,

FROM
BALTIMORE/
WASHINGTON

Lecture
Dr. Helen Chinoy, a professor
of theatre at Smith, will present a
slide lecture on "The Poetics of
Politics: Some Illustrated Notes
on Style and Craft in the Theatre
of the Thirties" on Tuesday,
April 12 at 7:30 p.m. in the Goodwin Theater .

way musicals, including songs
from Evita; Follies; Starting
Here, Starting Now; and The
Wiz. She will also sing some Gershwin and Jerry Herman compositions. AAC, 8: 15 p.m.

Exhibits
Robert Reed 's paintings will be
on display from April 6-27 in
Widener Gallery. Reed received
his B.F.A. from Yale in I 960 and
his M.F.A. in 1962, also from
Yale .

Music
On Saturday, April 16, in a
Senior Voice Recital, Ann Brown
will sing selections from Broad-

Amy Kant's work will be
displayed in Garmany Hall this
week for her Senior Art
Exhibition.

• •

Poet Marilyn Waniek will read
from her works at 4 p .m. on Monday, April 25, in the Widener
Gallery of the AAC. Arranged by
the Trinity College Poetry Center,
the event is free and open to the
public.
Waniek is currently on leave
from the University of Connecticut, where she is associate professor of English, and is visiting
professor of intercultural studies
at Trinity.
Her translations, poems, essays
and reviews have been published
in various journals. A book of
poems, For The Body, was
published in I 978 . With P.
Espeland, Waniek translated
from Danish Hundreds of Hens
and Other Poems for children by
Haljdan Rasmussen (1983) and
authored James Made Hinself Invisible and other poems for
children (forthcoming). She
received a Danforth fellowship in
1976 and an NEA Creative
Writing fellowship in 1982.

The Sex Execs will be the hot new band playing in the Washington Room
next Friday.

Paper Marbling
Exhibit

8489 8499 8539
FROM
NEW YORK

Fridays night's performance
will include three solos, a duet,
and two trios. Musical accompaniment will range from Bach
and Chopin to contemporary
composer George Rochberg.
Dancing with Kagan will be
Nancy Bryan, Larry McQueen,
Carlyn Tani, and Kagan's brother
Anthony Keller. Admission is
$3.00. Call 527-8062 to reserve
tickets or stop by the box office to
purchase them.

An exhibit on "The Art of
Paper Making" will be on display
in the Library's Lobby Cases
through the end of April. The exhibit consists of boxes, end papers
and other useful items which
feature hand-marbled papers by
Jeanette 'Karpie Smith, who uses a
technique known as Turkish
paper marbling.

FROM
CHICAGO

Super APEX Fares. April I-April 30, 1983. 7-60 day sta y, 14 day advance purchase required .

ALSO LOW COST SERVICE TO PARIS, FRANKFURT, AMSTERDAM AND
NICE. AND, REMEMBER, ONLY ICELANDAIR FLIES YOU TO THE
BREATHTAKING BEAUTY OF ICELAND. AND INCLUDES ALL THESE EXTRAS:
• Free deluxe motorcoach from Luxembourg to Frankfurt, Dusseldorf,
Cologne, Bitburg, Mannheim, Wuppertal and Kehl, Germany. • Bargain
car rentals from $99/week in Luxembourg. • Free wine with dinner,
cognac after.

Music

Icelandair to Luxembourg. Luxair connecting service to other destinations.
(Chicago-Midweek Fare.) Purchase tickets in U.S. All fares subject to change and government
approval. See your travel agent or call 8001555-1212 for the toll-free Icelandair number in
your area.

Poet J.D. McClatchy

Cocktail Music for the Young and
Damned Mather Campus Center
and WRTC will be presenting a
dance party featuring the SEX
EXECS and ARMS AKIMBO,
two of Boston' s hottest bands, in
the Washington Room on Friday,
April 15th. Propelled by the success of their self-titles debut LP
on propgressive and AOR radio--

both regionally and nationally-the Sex Execs have become a top
club, college and concert draw
throughout the Northeast. Since
they formed in I 981, the Sex Execs list many local TV and cable
appearances, as well as live radio
broadcasts, among their
achievements. Their sound is a
unique and exhilerating mix of
rock 'n roll, funk, salsa, and swing. The music is infectious dance
rock, designed to move the spirit
as well as the feet. A Sex Execs
live show combines equal parts of
elegance and anarchy. This band
never stops moving, and neither
do their audiences.
Arms Akimbo will open the
show at 9 p.m. with their own unique blend of music. Tickets are
only $2 for Trinity students, $4
for the general public. A live interview with the bands will go on
before the show on WRTC
around 8 p.m. Come out and
dance!--Jim Neilson
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Features-----------Oldest Alumnus Reviews Trinity, Then And Now
As Allen remembers, the administration was not so extensive
as it is today, the president serving
as dean of students and admissions officer, with the help of a
few assistants. And when he went
to Trinity the cost was around 400
dollars each year. There were also
only 200 students.
When asked if he favored the
College's relatively recent adoption of coeducation, Allen
responds, "I'm all for it."
A member of the now defunct
Phi Gamma Delta fraternity,
which stood where Friendly's now
does on Broad Street, Allen has
fond memories. He says that approximately two-thirds of the
students were fraternity members,
but that quite a few didn't belong,
or weren't asked to join them·. He
remembers that there were no
places to socialize except for
fraternities; there was no Mather.
= A Commons, however, an or~ dinary wooden building, did exist
~ for eating.
He says, "I don't
~ remember whether the food was
f
"" good or bad."

"

f
"e
i... "I think I'm in favor of
Allen Goodale, class of 1905; witness of Trinity events for 83 years.
by Robin Fins and Douglas Gass

of a classical curriculum than
now. There were no majors as we

At 98, Allen Goodale of the
class of 1905, is Trinity's oldest
alumnus. Born in 1884, Goodale
commuted from Suffield to Trini- ·
ty for two years before becoming
a residential student. After
graduation he worked at Travelers
until 1953. Having known the
school for nearly half of its life as
an institution, Allen offers a
number of insights into Trinity
and Hartford.

know them, but there existed a
strong emphasis on the study of
Greek, Latin, and Hebrew, along
with the traditional arts and
sciences. Goodale concentrated
on English courses as well as German, French and Spanish.
In addition to the classical
education, Goodale recalls a large
number of students preparing for
theological study. He says further
that this presence "added to a different atmosphere" on campus, a
reference to a more solemn tone
than found today.

According to Goodale, early in
_this century the College had more

fraternities."

Following with the question of
the existence of fraternities he
replied, "I think I'm in favor of
fraternities. They have a place in
colleges if properly controlled and
managed. Whether that can be
done I don't know. Seems to me
that if you have coeducation as a
general thing, then you can have

coeducation in fraternities ." In
such a case he maintains that there
would be a "need for close
guidance, but (that) it would not
_spoil the (fraternal) bond that
develops.''
One tradition that no longer exists at the College is a rivalry
betwen the sophomore and junior
classes over the flag on the
flagpole. Talking about the
rivalry, Allen recalls the yearly
date as March 15th, and then he
corrects himself, "No, it was
March 17th." As he remembers,
the two classes would line up on
either side of the flag and clash
near the flagpole. "I remember
our class decided to outdo the
sophomores, so the night before
(we) pulled the flag up to the top
of the mast and cut the halyard."
In Allen's day very few students
had the opportunity to study
abroad. As Allen recollects,
"Perhaps maybe two or three
students would go as specialists."
While ~ concedes the value of
studying abroad, he points
out, "Well, I must confess I
believe in learning about America
first." He continues, "Travel
abroad of course is educational. I
think its a broadening experience
if its done on a moderate scale.
But just to go to be in style,
because everybody else is going,
that's kind of silly."
Goodale remembers that there
was not a single minority student
on campus and that most of the
students came from the East,or no
further west than Chicago.
When asked about the college's
increasing effort to attract minority students, Goodale says he
favors providing the opportunity

to qualified students . He believes
that students should be selected
on the basis of their merit first ,
and questions the practice of accepting less qualified candidates
in order to fulfill a quota.
His job at Travelers he received
right out of Trinity:") happened
to know one of the directors ...
and maybe he thought I was a

"Well, I must confess I
believe in learning about
America first."
good prospect. tte got me a JOO
sorting cards;! went around to
meetings and ended up on the execut ive staff."
After graduation Allen became
interested in a "young lady." If
his evening visits at her home in
Wethersfield went beyond a certain time, Allen had a long
journey back to Suffield, as
trolley-train connections were
often off schedule. He remembers
many evenings missing the connection and having to walk from
Windsor Locks to Suffield. By the
way, he married that young lady.
He still writes poetry to her.
Ending our conversation, we
asked him whether he would like
to be president of the college.
Allen answered: "I think you've
got a darned good man there now.
And if I could do as well as I expect he is going to do, I'd say
O.K."
Editor's Note: The Tripod
thanks Frank Sherman of the
Development Office for inspiring
and arranging this interview with
Allen Goodale.
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You may have been wondering
what this page is all about . It has
to do with Contributing Editors
having to write four articles per
week, Section Editors pulling allnighters in the Tripod office, and
lonely Tuesday night meetings.
Basically , the problem
demonstrated by this page is a
severe lack of writers. What
would you think if there were 16
pages like this one every week?
The next meeting is tonight at 7: 15
in the Tripod office. Please come
and help us fill this page .
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More Sports
Softball
Takes
Openers
by Stephen K. Gellman
The softball team got off to a
flying start, taking its two opening
games of the 1983 season.
Wednesday's victory over
Hotchkiss was highlighted by
Donna Gilbert's superb pitching
and timely hitting.
Gilbert got off to a shakey
start, walking the first three
batters she faced, before fanning
the next three batters.
Trinity came up wiht all the
offense they would need in the
third as singles by Kathy O'Brien,
Terri Johnson, Gilbert, and
Weezie Kerr were parlayed into
three runs .
The remainder of the game
belonged to Gilbert as she fanned
13 Hotchkiss hitters on the way to
a no-hitter. In addition, the
sophomore from Chevy Chase,
Maryland had three hits and two
RBIs in the 7-0 trouncing.
Williams offered slightly more
resistance Saturday afternoon.
The Ephmen knicked Gilbert for
seven hits and four runs but
Trinity's early power carried them
to an 8-4 triumph.
Trinity took advantage of six
walks to score all eight runs in the
first three innings. Johnson led
the way offensively with a single
and a triple in her first two at
bats. O'Brien and Laura Couch
also pitched in two hits apiece.
After a shaky start, Gilbert
found her groove, retiring ten
straight batters before giving up a
lead off single in the seventh.
Williams, however, could only
manage one run in their final at
bat and Gilbert had her second
win of the young season.

Donna Gilbert pitches in Saturday's win over Williams. Gilbert picked up her second victory of the week.
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Women-s
Track

Wins First
continued from page 14
Pillsbury in second, and Malabre
in third. Thurman and Pillspury
also took second and third in the
220, while Cronin and Klein did
the same in the 100.
Both relays easily won their
races, as Amherst did not enter a
team. Despite this, the 440-yard
relay team of Klein, Kershner,
Cronin, and Thurman, _a nd the
mile relay team of Casazza,
Eckert, Klein, and Malabre,
finished with strong times.
The women's varsity team has
their next outdoor meet this
Wednesday against Wesleyan.
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More Sports
Frosh, JV
Heavies
Victorious
continued from page 16

The Varsity Lightweights experienced similar frustration,
dropping four seats back after
1500 meters. Unlike the heavies,
the lights were unable to muster a
serious threat to a talented Dartmouth eight that pulled away to
win by eight seconds.
The J. V. Heavyweights, on the
other hand, overcame a number
of obstacles to record their first
win of the season. The initial race
was halted just short of 500
meters due to a problem with the
UMass rudder. The race was then
rescheduled for the end of the
session.
Complicating matters for Trinity was a shortage of rowers that
forced Jon Main to row in both
heavyweight boats. With an exhausted Main manning the seven
seat, the J. V. 's were able to erase
a UMass lead over the last 500
meters en route to a victory of less
than one second.
The Men's Lacrosse Team was successful in their home contest against

The fourth and final Trinity
win of the day was turned in by
the Freshmen Heavyweights, who
Jed from start to finish in recording a 12.5 second victory. The
Freshmen Lights were not as fortunate, finishing third behind
Dartmouth and Columbia.
The Green from Hanover also
took the J. V. Lightweight race by
almost 18 seconds over Trinity.
But in the end the day belonged
to the Trinity women, who will
look to extend their win streak
next Saturday at Mt. Holyoke.
CREW EXTRAS- The season
began a week earlier at Coast
Guard. Both women's crews and
the Varsity Lights recorded victories . . . Just after 9:00 am
Saturday morning the new
lightweight boat, the Helen K.
Procter, was christened in a
ceremony that preceded the
racing ....

Tufts. The win' upped their record to 2-2.

photo by Whitnel Rogers

Baseball Sweeps Double- Header At C.G.
continued from page 16
regular third baseman.
This leaves Shults with some
flexibility; when Schweighoffer
pitches, Shield, the regular centerfielder, will anchor third while Tib
Miller moves to the outfield.
When Schweighoffer reuturns to
thi!d, the outer garden will consist
of Elia, Shield and Driscoll.
The other pre-season question
mark was at second base, where
John Barton, Rich Stetson, and
Andy Bovina were all contending.
But freshman Barton has played
every game at second and played
well, establishing himself as the
starter.
The pitching staff has also
solidified over the first few games.
The starting four will feature

Mike Criscione, Dave
Gasiorowski, Mike Shimeld, and
Schweighoffer. But it has been the
relief hurling of Wensberg that
has impressed Shults the most. A
stopper in the bullpen is a must
for any contending team and
Wensberg looks like he'll fit the
bill. Thus far, he has not allowed
an earned run in just under 13 innings of work.
"We've developed great confidence in him," noted Shults.
"We'd like to start him, but he's
so valuable, we don't want to lose
his relief abilities."
Prior to the Amherst win, the
Bants trounced UHart, 11-2, in
the home opener. Trinity was
spearheaded by Elia's three RBIs
and Bates two-run triple. Cris-

cione got the victory, pitching five
shutout innings while fanning
eight before leaving for
Wensberg. UHart's two runs
came off of freshman hurler Randy Vyskocil, who worked the last
two frames.
The Bantams completed their
undefeated week by sweep•ing a
double-header at Coast Guard.
Trinity took the opener in an easy
fashion, 13-2. The Bants attack
on Bear's pitching was highlighted
by four triples, including
Driscoll's bases loaded three bagger in the top of the third. Criscione was the beneficiary of the
Trinity offensive explosion, picking up his second win of the week.
In the second game, Trinity was
aided by Coast Guard's horren-

dous fielding and came from
behind to take a 6-5 decision. Trin
took an early lead, scoring three
unearned runs in the first. Coast
Guard rallied to take a 5-3 lead
after four innings, knocking
Gasiorowski off of the mound in
the process.
The Bants closed to within one
on an unearned run in the fifth. In
the Bants half of the seventh,
Coast Guard continued to play
the part of Santa Claus, handing
Trinity two runs and the game.
With two outs, Driscoll reached
first on an error . Barton brought
Driscoll home on a double and
scored the winning run on a passed ball and a wild pitch. Wensberg
retired the Bears in the bottom of
the inning to pick up the win.
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More S p o r t s - - - - - - - - Amrien, Cronin L~~d
Women Past Jeffs
by Krister Johnson
The Trinity Women's Track
team easily won it's opening meet
against Amherst College by a
score of 72-44. As this is the
women's first season as a varsity
sport, the win was an important
one. Although small on numbers,
the women's team came through
with strong finishes in all events.
Debbie Cronin was a double
winner, taking the discus and shot
put with throws of 84-6 and
31-10½ respectively. Jenny
Davidoff brought the Bants a second place finish in the discus,
while Susan Casazza and Kathy
Klein completed Trinity's sweep
of the shot put. Klein and Casazza
also finished second and third
respectively in the long jump.
In the javelin throw, Ann
Malabre took second place with

Cronin finishing a close third.
Malabre also finished third in the
mile run. Captain Wendy Kershner easily won the high jump
with a leap of 4-8.
In the track events, Trinity
showed equal strength and talent.
Elizabeth Amrien finished first in
both the mile and two-mile runs.
Amrien took a quick lead in both
races,. and cruised to easy victories, posting excellent times.
The lady Bants did well in the
sprint and hurdle races as well. In
the 120-yard high hurdles, Beth
Eckert took second, while
freshman Linda Bay finished
third. Sophomore Erica Thurman
was victorious in the .440-yard
run, in a time of I :05 .4. Thurman
was followed by freshman Wendy
continued on page 12

Laxwomen Gain Revenge;
Hold On To Beat Tufts
continued from page 16

and Luke both scored. All-of-asudden, it was a one goal game.
All hopes were shattered though
when a Conn player put in on a
quick goal. This made the final
score 10-8 and left the Bantams'
record at 0-1 .
Recalling the game, Coach
Robin Sheppard said, "It was
poorly played. The game is not indicative of what our team or individual players can do." Lesson:
"We have been winning for so
long and we got laxed as to how it
feels to work for a win."
On Saturday, last year's New
England champs traveled to Hartford. The Bants took on Tufts in a
rematch of last year's championship game. This game turned in
the Bantams favor, unlike the last
May's title game which ended
with Tufts ahead 7-6.
Suzy Schwartz scored the first
goal at 6:58 off an assist by
Rodgers. At 10:04, Porter assisted
Lynch and seven seconds later,
Rodgers scored on an underarm
shot.
The Jumbos bounced back with
two goals at 16:30 and 20:24. The

Bants opened up in the final four
minutes of the 25 minute half as
Schwartz and Rodgers paired up
for another goal. Once again
Porter finished the half's scoring
by putting the ball in with 45
seconds left.
The three goal lead did not
deter the Bants from scoring in
the second half as they started off
strong. Within the first three
minutes, Biggar put in two quick
sticks off of feeds from Andrea
Mooney and Sydney Fee. One
minute later, the Jumbos put in
their fourth goal. Trin rebounded
with two more goals at 6:58 by
Biggar and 9:35 by Schwartz.
Tufts scored one then the Bants
returned the goal. The next seven
minutes saw four Jumbo goals
which made the score 10-8. With
one minute left in the game Tufts
scored again . As Conn College
had done to Trinity, Trinity did to
Tufts. Trinity maintained their
poise as Biggar put in the insurance goal at 24: 10. The 11-9
victory upped the laxwomen's
record to 1-1 .
Sheppard commmented, "It
was a big win. We were more aggressive than in the Conn College
game." Noted defensive players

Elizabeth Amrien ran to victory in both the one and two mile runs on Saturday.

were goalie Connie Newton who
had 15 saves, Mooney, and Fee.
Also Annie Mathaisen "had one
of her best games in three years,"
according to Sheppard.
On attack, Biggar and Schwartz
each had four goals and almost
every other attack player assisted.
Lesson: the key to success was
that the players trusted each
other. Sheppard emphasized her
confidence as a coach in all 17
members on the Varsity rooster.
The J. V. ended the week 2-0
with an impressive 15-1 win over
Conn College and 12-3 victory
over Tufts. In the triumphs, the
scoring was dispersed among all
attack players. Two of the 15
member squad have been injured
and Sheppard feels the players
have adjusted well to new
positions.

photo by Keryn Grohs

Tufts .T ops Tennis
continued from page 15

There were two predominant
thoughts which Miller and his
players had after the match. One
was that highly-regarded Tufts
was a tough team for the Bants to
face in their first match.
The other was that, as Miller
said, "We need more work on our
doubles." Art Strome agreed that
"Tufts had more experienced and
better doubles teams." Said Illig,
"We spent the whole week playing singles. We didn't practice our
doubles enough."
Thus the Bants will look to improve over their doubles play
against Tufts in future matches.
and Solik. After dropping the first
set, the Bantams' S & S combo

pulled even by taking the second
set 7-5.
At this point, darkness was setting in to such an extent that the
players could only see by the street
lights outside the court. It had
gotten so dark that it was nearly
impossible to tell if a ball was in
or out.
Thus Trinity head coach Dave
Miller was offered the choice of
either taking a tie at 4-4 in the
overall match, playing a 12-point
tiebreaker in the dark for the
match, or concluding the current
match inside on an all-purpose
floor. Miller chose the third option, only to see Tufts emerge victorious, 6-4, in the. third and
decisive set of the ninth and
decisive match.

Karen Rodgers, on the draw, in the women's lacrosse victory over Tufts.
Suzy Schwartz shoots the ball as Nina Porter looks on in Saturday's Tufts contest.
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More Sports
Observations On
A Top Tourney
If only I had 1-nov.n tha1 I was silting in the bleachers of Unit A 1vith
the next residen1 genius of college basketball. I didn't even asi- him ho1,
he was going to stop Phi Slamma Jamma. Of course, on that September
night Jim Valvano was just the coach of another good team. No11 he's a
media star on CBS's "Road to Albuquerque."
Does this mean that coaches will be flocking 10 Trinity next
September? Will attendance at the Trinity basketball clinic nO\v be deemed a good luck charm? Probably not, but it is important to note that
Valvano came to Trinity in 1982 as a coach known equally-for his sense of
humor and coaching talents. If he comes this year, it will be as a genius
with a sense of humor.
This alteration in Valvano's reputation captures the spirit of the 1983
NCAA Tournament. Nothing was how it was supposed to be, and college
basket ball has not been as radically altered as some may say.
Throughout the tourney, various commentators talked of a tournament full of upsets. This image was enhanced by North Carolina State's
triumph. Such a portrayal is based more on wishful thinking and
salesmanship than realit y.
Over the last two years, 26 of the 32 teams receiving a bye have moved
onto the round of sixteen. Not that upsetting a trend except for those who
wanted to pull off upsets . Furthermore, only three teams that did not
receive first round byes have advanced to the quarterfinals in 1982 and
'83. The early rounds of the tournament have actually become more
predictable.
Another point that has emerged, concerns post-season conference
tournaments. For years these tournies have been viewed as useless and
unimportant beyond the area of regional pride. Again, the last two years
have shown that this theory has a few bugs in it.
A common denominator of the four teams in this year's final four was
that they had all won their conference tournaments. Further, the four
losers in the regional finals had all suffered frustrating defeats in their
conference tournaments.
In addition, the 1982 finalists, North Carolina and Georgetown, had
won their conference tournies.
Not meaning to make the last two years sound like a complete history
of college basketball, but those two tournaments also shed some light on
the shot clock-three point shot controversy.

Tuesd ay_ A£!ernoon
h) Stephen K. Gellman

Quick, can you think of more than three games in those tournament~
that would have been more interesting with the addition of a shot clock
and-or three point line? Can you name less than fifteen contests that
would have been worse with these changes?
The tournament does not need artificial stimulants because most of the
teams left by mid-March believe that they can win, playing an up-tempo
style of play . The result is a wide variety of games that make the NCAA's
so attractive to fans.
The regular season, however, does need the pick-me-up of a clock and
line. During the regular season, the weaker teams are still competing, and
the chances that a coach will choose ~o kill the tempo to keep from getting
blown out are greater. A 45-second clock, turned off in the last three
minutes, would keep the game from lagging without eliminating all
coaching options. Throw in a 20-foot three point line, also "turned off"
in the final three minutes, to discourage stifling zones and the game
would maintain its fascinating personality.
More importantly, eliminate that stupid truck CBS used to inform us
where we were on the road to. Can you say slightly repetitive?. And get
rid of Jack Nicklaus telling us about that putt in the '75 Masters
(" ... bear tracks all over the green.") .
Oh yes, the trip down the "Road To Seattle" starts on October 15th.

Chris Downs and Kenneth Warner fight for the ball in the 13-6 victory against Tufts.

Tennis Edged In Opener, 5-4
by Jeffrey Handelman
The men's tennis team opened
its season on the road Thursday
with a tough loss to arch-rival
Tufts. The Bants, despite building
an early lead, were edged 5-4. The
match was so long and hardfought that, because of darkness
outside, the final match was concluded indoors.
This was not the case earlier in
the afternoon, as the match opened in broad daylight with the
Bants winning four of six singles
matches. Anclrew Loft (first
singles) put Trinity out in front
1-0 with an impressive win. Tufts
then captured the second singles
match when Trin's John lllig was
defeated in three sets. Illig, who
lost the third and decisive set 7-5,
later conceded that he had not
played to his potential.
The Bants then assumed what
appeared to be firm control of the
match when Neil Schneider (3)
and captain Steve Solik (4) emerged victorious. But Tufts narrowed
Trin's lead to 3-2, when the Bants'
Reed Wagner (5) was defeated.
The lead was stretched to 4-2
when Peter Appleton (6) concluded the afternoon's singles play on
a winning note for Trinity.
The Bantams were not overly
surprised by this success, as they

had expected to dominate Tufts in
singles play. In fact, as Illig later
said, "We could have won all six
singles matches . I know that I
should have won ."
The Jumbos now realized that
they had to capture all three
doubles matches to take the
match; they were equal to the

photo h} Ker~ n (.,roh,

task. Tufts won the second and
third doubles matches in straight
sets to even things at four matches
apiece.
Suddenly, the outcome of the
match hinged on the first doubles
match involving Trin's Schneider
continued on page 14

Mens Lacrosse Scores
Early, Routes Tufts 13-6
continued from page 16

off the field in a strong 13-6 win.
Tufts has always been a tough opponent, developing into a top
rival over the past five years. The
laxmen grabbed an early lead on
three goals by Brigham in the first
half of the first quarter.
The Bants then added three
more to their total with goals
from St. George, Ide and Miller.
The quarter ended at 6-1 as Tufts
scored on a buzzer beating shot.
In the second quarter Trinity
maintained the five goal advantage as each team tallied three
goals. Coach Mike Darr's expectations of creating offensive pro-

blems for Tufts, keeping the Jumbos penned in their half of the
field, were successfully met in this
half and Trin left the field with a
9-4 lead .
In the second half the teams
seemed to be more evenly matched. Trinity got one goal apiece
from Kapteyn and St. George and
two from Ide to make the final
score 13-6. Goalie Paul Ferrucci
played extremely well in this half,
recording eleven saves.
The laxmen have a tough
schedule ahead of them in their
quest for an ECAC playoff berth .
Darr's strategy is to just "take
them one game at a time."

Klots Wins Three
Mile Run To Clinch
continued from page 16

Steve Drew goes over the high jump

photo b) Ktr) n Grohl,

Obi continued his winning ways
by taking first in both the 100 and
220-yard dashes. Zawodniack was
not far behind, finishing second in
both. In addition, Zawodniack
placed first in the 120-yard high
hurdles, with Nesbitt grabbing second and Drew third . Drew and
Nesbitt also earned second and
third place finishes respectively in
the 440 intermediate hurdles.
· Not satisfied with the points he
had already scored, Drew tied for
second in the high jump, finished
third in the pole vault, and ran on
the victorious mile relay team
In the 440, Rousseau finished
third in a quick time of 52.8.
Sophomore Dave Barry continued
his domination in the 880, winning handily with a time of I :58.9.
The man of the hour, however,

in the distance events was Steve
Klots. Klots finished an extremely
close second in the mile run with a
time of 4:25.5 . The Amherst miler
who was awarded first place
finished in the same time. Klots
ret_urned later to win a very important three mile race in 15:10.5.
Klots ' victory put Trinity ahead
by nine points with only the mile
relay to go.
Since rhe remaining race, a
relay, was only worth five points,
Klots' victory clinched the win for
Trinity. The mile relay team of
Rousseau, Krister Johnson,
Drew, and Barry pushed the Bantam lead to 14, with a fast win of
3:32.7. A very fast time considering the slow track.
The Bantam's next and last
home meet is against Wesleyan on
Wednesday April 13.
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Sports-----------.Men's Track Ends
Amherst Jinx, 84-7 0
by Krister Johnson
Head track coach Jim Foster
had plenty to be happy about this
past Saturday, as both the men's
and women's track teams won
their opening meets against
Amherst College.
The men's 84-70 win (Foster's
first outdoor win as head coach at
Trinity) was Trinity's first over
the Lord Jeffs since 1976. A well
balanced attack in both the track
and field events was the key to the
Bantam victory.
Trinity got off to a quick start.
In the weight events co-captain
Dom Rapini finished second in
the shot put, and took an easy
first in the hammer throw with a
toss of 156-4.
Edan Calabrese and Mark
LeMagdelaine combined for a

Women~
Lacrosse
Splits Two

one-two finish in the javelin.
Calabrese won with a throw of
187-9. In the discus, Mark Murray
took third with a toss of 124-5.
Sophomore Matt Harthun won
the pole vault with an excellent
jump of 13-6. Considering that
this was Harthun 's top height a
year ago, he should be even
stronger in '83. Junior Terry
Rousseau, captured second in the
long jump.
On the track, the Bantams
showed that sprinting is
something to be taken seriously at
Trinity. Freshman Femi Obi, cocaptain Bruce Zawodniack, Steve
Drew, and Scott Nesbitt, combined for a quick victory in the
440-yard relay.
continued on page 15

Connecticut Homecoming
Ignites Varsity Baseball
by Marc Esterman
What a week it was for baseball
fans. It was the week of
homecomings; Tom Seaver
returned to Shea Stadium and the
Mets, and the Bants' Varsity
Baseball Team returned from
Florida. Trinity promptly won its
first four northern games, including a thrilling shutout over
the rival Lord Jeffs of Amherst.
What more could one ask for?
Well, for one, head coach
Robie Shults could have asked for
a perfect 5-0 Florida record, but
that was not to be. Trinity went
1-4 in its traditional southern
junket, the lone win posted by
reliever Ander Wensberg in a 3-2
edging of Aquinas. Nevertheless,
the Amherst win appears to have
set the Banis on the right path, as
many of the pre-season question
marks have been erased.
After whipping the University
of Hartford 11-2 in the home
opener, Trinity travelled to
Amherst where it parleyed four
hits into two runs and a shutout
victory. Mike Schweighoffer pitched superlatively, yielding just
five hits and one walk while notching three strikeouts in nine innings of work.
Schweighoffer's sterling pit-

ching outshined the Jeff's John
Nimons, who put in seven innings
of fine hurling and registered six
strikeouts. The whitewashing is all
the more impressive when one
considers that Amherst has always
been a NESCAC standout and
hasn't lost to Trinity since 1976.
Both pitchers were on top of
their respective games and were
throwing zeros until the sixth,
when errors did in Amherst.
Trin's Mike Elia reached on an error by the shortstop and, one out
later, advanced to third on Jim
Bates' ground-rule double.
After Schweighoffer was
retired, the Amherst third
baseman played Brian Driscoll's
dribbler into an error, allowing
Elia to score. Bates came home on
an errant pick-off toss by
Nimons, giving Trin all the runs it
needed.
Schweighoffer allowed just IO
Jeffs to reach base and was supported by some fine defensive
plays by Chuck Guck at short and
Joe Shield at third. Shield's solid
work at the hot corner is a
welcomed discovery, for Shults
was concerned about finding a
backup for Schweighoffer, the
continued on page 13

Steve Drew competes in the long jump, one of seven events he placed in
on Saturday•
photo by Keryn Grohs

Conn College, Tufts
Swamped By Laxmen
Bouncing back from early
season losses to the two top ranked teams in New England, Middlebury and Bowdoin, the Men's
Lacrosse Team completed a successful week and raised their
record to 2-2.
On Wednesday, Trinity's trip to
Connecticut College was well
worth the effort as they brought
home their first win of the season.
The laxmen started off slowly but
rallied to take a 6-5 lead after the
first period, gaining two goals in
the last minute.
After that it was all gravy as the
Banis outscored Conn College 4-0
in the second quarter, bringing the
score to 10-5. Midway thru the
third quarter Trinity was in control, playing well and outshooting
the Camels. The third quarter
ended with the Banis up by ten,
16-6.

It was an extremely good day
for attackman Mark Tiedemann
who scored six goals for the
Banis. Scoring from the midfielders was helpful, with two
goals each from Peter Miller and
Ned Ide and another from Jamie
Kapteyn. The solid attack brought
in six more goals; four from Mike
Brigham and two from Bob St.
George.
The final score, 17-IO, proved
Trinity's efforts to be effective.
They were clearing the ball well
and the defensive ride was successful in giving the Camels a difficult time. The Bants took more
shots, came up with more ground
balls, and produced an effective
extra-man offense.
On Saturday, Trinity played up
to their potential, blowing Tufts
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by Elizabeth Sobkov
How you should not panic
when you are ahead and how you
should not panic when you are
behind are the two lessons which
the Women's Varsity Lacrosse
Team learned this past week.
After a week of practice in
Tampa, which included scrimmages against Williams and Connecticut College, the squad was
ready for their opener on Thursday. Having been successful in
their play against the Camels in
Florida, the Bantams were ready
and confident of their ability to
win. However, Conn College was
up for the game and wanted
revenge. The Camels played a
stronger game and ended up as the
victors over Trinity for the first
time in at least eight years.
Starting out strong from the
draw, Conn scored the first two
goals of the game at 2:30 and
6:58. After the initial shock of not
dominating the play, the Bants
worked as a team for their first
goal. Karen Rodgers received a
pass from the defense and carried
the ball downfield, passing off to
Tracy Swecker. Swecker then
passed to Chandler Luke who got
the assist on the goal by Laney
Lynch at 7:44.
The home team bounced back
with two more goals at 14:03 and
16:59. Nina Porter ended the first
half scoring with a Bani goal to
make the score 4-2.
At the start of the second half,
Conn added another goal to their
column which upped their lead to
three. The Bants recovered and
scored the next three goals to tie
to game at five. The tallies came
from Lynch, Luke, with an assist
from Susie Cutler, and Ginny
Biggar.
The Camels remained strong,
putting in the next two goals.
With less than nine minutes remaining, the Bantams got the next
score as Swecker placed the ball in
the net off an assist from Porter.
Ortce again, Connecticut came
back adding two more goals, the
latter with only 3: 16 left in the
game, to go ahead 9-6.
In the last two minutes, Cutler
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Women's Crews Destroy
QMass, Remain Qnbeaten

Scott Nesbitt, Bruce Zawodniak, and Steve Drew go over the hurdles ahead of Amherst.
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by Stephen K. Gellman
The Women' s Varsity eight and
Novice eight emerged from thesecond week of rowing as Trinity's
only undefeated crews. Both
boats recorded convincing wins
over the University of
Massachusetts Saturday to run
their records to 2-0.
'' At the beginning of the week I
didn ' t think we were going to
win," admitted coach Mary
Steele-Ferguson. "We were lacking a lot of unity on Monday."
By Wednesday, the crew had
worked through their problems
and on Saturday showed their
renewed confidence in moving to
a boat-length lead after the first
500 meters. UMass closed over the
next 500 meters before Trinity
opened water over the final l000
meters and won by a comfortable
11.5 second margin.
The Novice Women duplicated
the varsity's feat, winning by an
identical 11 .5 seconds. The only

problem experienced by the
novice boat was a slight misjudgment at the finish line. Fortunately for Trinity , UMass pulled up
even further from the finish.
The men's varsity boats did not
fare as well as the women. The
Varsity Heavyweights surrendered
the Mason -Downs Cup for the
first time since 1973. The race was
even at the l000 meter mark. Over
the next 500 meters, UM ass built a
four seat lead which the Bantams
erased with a sprint that saw their
stroke rate (per minute) reach 37.
"We sprinted early, just past
the 500, because we were
behind," explained Trinity's Andy Aiken. "We may have spent
ourselves."
Aiken's assessment may very
well have been correct as UMass
saved their sprint for the final 200
meters and edged Trinity by a
mere second and a half.
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